The conclusion of the autopsy report http://hourofthetime.com/1LF/Bill_autopsy_report_07Nov2001.pdf into the death of one of the
greatest, most upright and most courageous freedom fighters that ever
lived - Milton William Cooper [otherwise known as Bill Cooper] - states:
“Death of this man is due to gunshot wounds to the torso with perforations
of the heart. A gunshot wound to the head with skull fracture is
contributory. The manner of death is certified as a homicide.” See also the
toxicology report http://hourofthetime.com/1LF/Bill_toxicology_report_10Nov2001.pdf
The killing of legend Bill Cooper is another masonic psy-op. When the
official story of what supposedly happened in the run up to his death does
not reflect the truth since it contains numerous unanswered questions
and is riddled with contradictions we can conclude that there is masonic
skullduggery at work. Please read the following pdfs for a thorough
understanding of how we are being mind-controlled by the men in power
via their – staggering number of [and growing] – masonic lackeys to keep
us imprisoned in their masonic matrix and heading for NWO slavery hell.
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/THE-BOSTONBOMBING-PSY-OP-%E2%80%93-a-closer-look-at-the-work-of-theCOINTELPRO.pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/THE-BB-PSY-OP-acloser-look-at-the-work-of-the-COINTELPRO-who-are-geared-towards-thesavvier-truth-seekers.pdf
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/JIMMYSLLAMA.pdf
Bill Cooper predicted his own death
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RPObS0maCE
Of course, he should have become a martyr; he didn’t, because – as Bill
himself often said – the public have become far too dumbed down and
apathetic.
Please note, although I have the utmost respect and admiration for Bill
Cooper [I really wish I knew of him when he was alive – I would have
tracked him down and given him a massive hug] and I am sincerely
devastated that ‘they’ [very powerful freemasons] killed him – because I
know for a fact that there is no longer anyone out there who is a genuine

threat to the men in power – I don’t necessarily share all of Bill’s beliefs; nor
his methods; in fact I think he was quite naïve in some ways, which is what
ultimately led to his annihilation. I’ll expand on that.
Bill reminded us over and over that we are in a real war, and that we need
to be willing to die in combat. Unlike Bill though I do not believe this war
can be won through the barrel of a gun. He fought to preserve the Second
Amendment which states: "A well regulated Militia being necessary to the
security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed." Bill’s talk of civil war to restore constitution was very
naïve in my opinion. That might have been possible a couple of hundred
years or so ago when the constitution was written, but not nowadays. For
starters I doubt very much that there is a hard core of patriots willing to fight
to defend the constitution, as Bill believed. Of course, the constitution
needs to be defended, but the problem we have nowadays is that
FREEMASONRY and other secret societies have seized absolute control;
they’ve taken over every area of authority and big business worldwide. So,
in all seriousness, what good is a private army, let alone one against the
might of the police/army/security apperati …? The fight is against
freemasonry and all secret societies; it cannot be fought with military
weapons [that is what they want]; the weapon is the TRUTH WEAPON.
The reality is, Bill’s own guns, that he so passionately defended, were in
effect turned on him. If Bill had not owned guns [and especially as he had
publicly threatened to shoot anyone who encroached on his property or
threatened his family] it would not have been so easy for enemy agents to
be able to kill him and get away with his murder. I doubt whether we’ll ever
have another ‘Bill Cooper’, but if we do I sure hope he fights to STAY
ALIVE. What good are genuine freedom fighters to us dead?
As Bill said the only reason we are becoming enslaved is because the
people are GIVING UP their freedom. So, what is the solution?
Education. People need to stop being ‘sheople’, do their own
research; know and speak the truth, for the truth shall set you free.

John 8:31-32 – So Jesus said to the Jews who had believed him, “If you
abide in my word, you are truly my disciples and you will know the truth
and the truth will set you free.”

Please folks, ditch the fear, trust in God to give you the strength to seek
and speak the truth.
There is only one truth. Seek and you will find it.
“One basic truth can be used as a foundation for a mountain of lies, and
if we dig down deep enough in the mountain of lies, and bring out that
truth, to set it on top of the mountain of lies; the entire mountain of lies
will crumble under the weight of that one truth, and there is nothing
more devastating to a structure of lies than the revelation of the truth
upon which the structure of lies was built, because the shock waves of
the revelation of the truth reverberate, and continue to reverberate
throughout the Earth for generations to follow, awakening even those
people who had no desire to be awakened to the truth.” Delamer
Duverus.
Bill was a smart man, but he was not so vigilant when it came to the people
who he thought were ‘true patriots’. He was certainly hoodwinked into
believing people were on his side; many were not; they just pretended to
be; they are the masonic controlled NWO agents. I don’t even think he
realized freemasonry has infiltrated and controls just about everything
worldwide. And I don’t think he was aware of the sheer number of people
[far too many to contemplate] who have sold out. [There again back in
2001when Bill was alive I guess it wasn’t so obvious, or even the case, as it
is now in 2018.] Sadly, some in Bill’s supposed circle of friends – his socalled fellow heroic freedom fighters and bastions of the truth – are nothing
of the sort; they are the gutless sewer-dwelling sprogs of Satan that Bill
dedicated so much of his life valiantly fighting. I’ll just give two of them a
mention here and will expose them fully further down.
Doyel Shamley was thought to be – by Bill – one of his trusted and closest
friends; his right-hand man. Doyel Shamley was/is in fact the absolute
opposite of that; he is just another traitorous, lying, cowardly, sneaky, filthy,
masonic controlled NWO shill. After Bill died Doyel Fullofshit Shamley and
Robert Houghton took over Bill’s ‘Hour Of The Time’ broadcasts. The pair
of them can be seen here https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xeen1i being
interviewed by fellow masonic stooge Theo Chalmers on ‘Edge Media’
idiot TV. They and all the other so-called supporters of Bill’s – scumbag
NWO operatives, who I’ll come to – all have Bill’s blood on their hands.

I’ll just point out here that it is very telling when Houghton says on Edge TV
that although he was with Bill from “the very early days” and had “shared
research”, he had not met him [only spoken to him on the phone], that he
“only became involved with the ‘Hour Of The Time’, at least working and
helping them out directly, in 2002/3, after Bill had been murdered.” That
translates to ‘helping the freemasons’ out. Also, when Shamley says:
“When Bill realized he’d been deceived, and used to spread disinformation,
he went after the real threat, which is the very people issuing the
disinformation” we might ask: why is Doyel Shamley not continuing Bill’s
work and going after the disinfo agents? It is clear from the Theo Chalmers
interview that, rather than researching and exposing the COINTELPRO
disinformation network or investigating recent terrorist attacks, these gallant
freedom fighters avoid upsetting their masonic paymasters, and research
only ‘masonic approved’ topics, such as: “land rights, ‘history and freedom
in the U.S’ and corporate symbology” instead.
As always, I comment throughout this pdf in red.
The official story is that there was a felony warrant for Bill’s arrest from the
Round Valley Justice Court – Aggravated Assault W/Deadly Weapon [1
Count] and Endangerment [2 Counts]. Bill was wanted on federal tax
charges from 1998. The felony charges were a result of an incident that
occurred on July 11th 2001. During an attempted arrest Bill was shot dead.
I quote from the ‘CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION APACHE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE COMPILED BY
THE ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY’ Translated that means ‘PRETEND
INVESTIGATION COMPILED BY THE FREEMASONIC DEPT OF PUBLIC
SLAVERY’.
https://archive.org/stream/ArizonaDPSReportDR2001070756MiltonWilliam
Cooper/Arizona%20DPS%20Report%20DR2001070756%20Milton%20William%20Cooper_djvu.txt
“On November 6, 2001 at approximately 0005 hours, the Apache County Sheriffs Office
(ACSO), Special Response Team (SRT), was involved in an "Officer Involved Shooting."

[Robert
Marinez ] and was mortally wounded by another sheriffs deputy [Joseph
Goldsmith].” Joseph Goldsmith later died in a motorcycle accident. NWO
shills are calling it a ‘suspicious’ death, but of course no-one provides any
evidence of that.
The suspect. William Milton Cooper, critically wounded an ACSO deputy

As far as I can tell [and I have done a thorough online search] there is no
other official documentation published regarding Bill’s death.

We have no idea who killed Bill, who shot deputy Marinez, and the
sequence of events leading up to those crimes. There is no actual
evidence that Bill shot Marinez. It is not stated how many times Marinez
was shot; and if any ballistic tests were done on the bullet[s] that entered
Marinez they are not published. Neither is there any evidence that deputy
Goldsmith shot and killed Bill. The only official document published was
written by the men who have a hand in Bill’s murder; and no-one genuine
has questioned the ‘official investigation’. I will expose the people who
betrayed Bill [the NWO shills] and will comment on the ‘criminal
investigation’ further down.
According to Bill’s biography as presented on the HOTT website – by
masonic puppets masquerading as Bill’s trusted assistants – his wife Annie
and their children were sent out of the USA for their security in March of
1999 http://www.hourofthetime.com/biography.html
Also stated in HOTT, the tax charges were against Bill and Annie: “To short
circuit Mr. Cooper's attempt to reveal the true nature of the criminal IRS,
and to carry out the orders of the White House, the agency lied to a Grand
Jury, not allowing William Cooper to testify, and secured indictments
against Mr. Cooper and his wife Annie.” So, if Bill and his wife were
wanted for arrest on federal tax charges, why was Annie allowed to leave
the USA? Why wasn’t she arrested at the airport? This tells you the
masons [police/Apache County Sheriff’s Office] had no intentions of
arresting Bill, they were plotting his murder. Notice you don’t see
‘HOTT’ or anyone else in shillyland making this point. This is because the
job of the shill is to keep you thinking ‘in the box’, they don’t want you
thinking outside of the masonic matrix; they don’t want you breaking free
of their masonic prison. During the one and only interview Bill did with
Alex Jones https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VI4NltaBFRU he says: “We
have never received a subpoena, no notification, no nothing.” [Listen
from 32 mins.] So, who are you going to believe – Bill who says there was
no arrest warrant out for him, or his murderers? More on that ‘Meet Bill
Cooper: His Life, His Work, and His Death’ video further down.

Here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6ypikp7-EY Bill informs you of
tax and the law. See also ‘Income taxes are voluntary’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNJuM9ioMpw In my opinion anyone
who challenges freemasonry [which is what is required if you are a genuine
anti-NWO warrior] is foolish and naïve to try and ‘take a stand’ by refusing
to pay taxes. That is just asking for trouble, and it gives the masons what
they want – an excuse to criminalise you. Anyone who stands up to the
freemasons has enough to contend with; such folk cannot afford to be
giving the freemasons any ammunition. You cannot fight freemasonry that
way; you’ll just get eaten up and spat out. The only way to fight them is to
get yourself ‘battle strong’ [be mentally tough and body healthy], be upright,
avoid getting yourself a criminal record and ask God for the strength [and
I’m talking especially to you people who are bound by your secret society
blood oaths] to publish the truth. Incidentally I haven’t seen the evidence
that the likes of Shamley and Houghton are getting away with not paying
their taxes!
The freemasons sent a strong message to Bill back in 1976 to shut the fuck
up; he was physically attacked on two occasions – his skull was caved in
causing scarring on his face, on the second occasion he lost his leg and
was visited in hospital by enemy agents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VI4NltaBFRU [listen from 16 mins].
Now notice what is stated in the autopsy: “There are blunt impact injuries
to the head and extremities.” Notice also that it is stated: “The torso and
extremities are well developed and remarkable for a ½ inch hypopigmented
well-healed scar at the upper right back just right of midline, several
rectangular hypopigmented areas at the anterior thighs [Comment:
consistent with old skin graft sites], a 5 inch hypopigmented well-healed
scar at the medial aspect of the left knee, and a well-healed left belowthe-knee amputation.” So, what’s the significance of that? Well, it does
not state that the ‘blunt impact injuries’ [“Blunt Impact to Head, Neck, and
Right Upper Extremity”] are ‘well-healed’, which implies that those injuries
were caused at the same time as the gunshot wounds on the night Bill
was killed.
According to the ‘investigation’ Goldsmith acknowledges he shot Bill
several times; he does not admit to causing the blunt injuries:
“When asked what he was trying to do when he continually shot at Cooper, Deputy
Goldsmith said all he wanted to do was stop Cooper from shooting. Deputy Goldsmith
estimated he was approximately five (5) feet from Cooper and 15 to 20 feet from

Deputy Marinez when the shooting was over. Deputy Goldsmith said he, Deputy Marinez
and Cooper were all in close proximity to each other when the shooting occurred.
Deputy Goldsmith said he fired nine (9) rounds at Cooper.”

Goldsmith might have shot and killed Bill … but there’s no evidence of that
… and dead men can’t talk. So, who caused the blunt impact
injuries??? Why was that not established in the investigation? Why
wasn’t it established at what point Bill was hit by a blunt instrument
… and why? Notice Doyel Shamley, nor Houghton, nor anyone at ‘CAJI’
or anyone else is asking these questions.
Now notice that the autopsy also states there is “no fouling or stippling” on
any part of Bill’s body except his head, which has “a periphery of stippling”.
That means Bill was shot in the head at intermediate range [a distance of a
few centimeters up to several feet - Range of Fire:
Close: <6" Stippling & Fouling
Intermediate: 6-30" Stippling
Distant: >30" Neither [Distances approximate and depend on many variables]]
http://www.pathologyoutlines.com/topic/forensicsgunshotwounds.html
https://www.pathologyexpert.com/boards/forensics/gsw.htm but shot in the
rest of his body at some distance. [The ‘Arizona DPS report’ confirms this:
“As Deputy Goldsmith was running across the drive to take cover behind the parked
cars, he saw Cooper exiting his truck. Cooper exited his pick up via the driver's
side door and went around the front of the truck toward his residence. Deputy
Goldsmith estimated he was approximately 30 feet from Cooper at that point.”

According to the ‘report’, after Marinez and Goldsmith had issued verbal
commands, Bill did not stop but continued toward his residence and began
to shoot at Marinez:
“Deputy Goldsmith estimated he was about five to ten feet in front of Cooper's
vehicle and 15 to 20 feet away from Cooper when he (Cooper) fired at Deputy Marinez.
Fearing for the life of Deputy Marinez and for his own safety. Deputy Goldsmith
advanced on Cooper, firing his service weapon. Deputy Goldsmith utilized a two handed
grip on his service weapon, aimed at the center of Cooper's torso and continued to
fire until he (Cooper) stopped shooting. Deputy Goldsmith saw two or three more
muzzle blasts from Cooper's gun toward Deputy Marinez before he (Cooper) stopped

So the cover story is Goldsmith started firing
at Bill’s torso at a distance of around 15 to 20 feet, and finished shooting
him at a distance of approximately 5 feet.]
shooting and fell to the ground.”

The autopsy report states that the injuries are listed for descriptive
purposes only; that no sequence is implied. I know nothing about gunshot

wounds, but it seems to me that the likely scenario is that whoever shot Bill
[and there could have been more than one person] fired from a number of
feet away at his torso and other areas, until he was lying on the floor, not
moving; somebody has then approached Bill’s lifeless body and - just for
good measure - has beaten him with a blunt object, and shot him in the
head. This means whoever shot Bill did not shoot to disable him, he [or
she or they] intended to KILL him.
I would have thought that in a situation whereby a dangerous gun-toting
man is wanted for arrest [i.e. wanted alive] the people deployed for
effecting the arrest would all be highly skilled in precision shooting. That
way they would surely be able to disarm or disable the man, without killing
him.
What I find curious is that it is stated in the autopsy that “medium caliber”
bullets were found. Why the vagueness? Surely if Goldsmith had fired
those bullets it would be specified in the report that the bullets found in
Bill’s body were .45 caliber [Goldsmith fired a Colt .45 Semi-automatic hand
gun.] Course, just like any area of authority, autopsies are conducted by
pathologists who are under the control of the masonic powers.
According to HOTT Doyel Shamley interviewed an expert – Craig Pradarelli
– who explained the autopsy:
“Rob: Now, I think the question here is, has actually been properly
explained in the autopsy report that Craig Pradarelli did on that show he
did with you, that interview.
Doyel: Yeah, the autopsy report we did, which I just called Part 1 only
because Craig is going to be back on with us again.
Rob: Right, he’s taking a look at some of the other police reports and…
[well if he did take a look at any police reports, he isn’t sharing his findings
with us! Why isn’t Houghton and Shamley looking at these police reports?
Why aren’t they publishing them, and publishing their findings?]
Doyel: He clearly points out the angles, the distances, even the order
based on pure anatomical evidence the order of fire, or I should say, the
order of hits.”

http://www.hourofthetime.com/robdoyelbillmurderpartone.html [2/3 of way
down.]
HOTT do not provide a link to any information from Craig Pradarelli. There
are no video or audio or written interviews with Craig Pradarelli published.
If you visit ‘recent guests/topics on HOTT’
http://www.hourofthetime.com/recentguests.htm you find that Craig’s
surname is spelt differently! and that the ‘Buy Now’ buttons [for CD and
cassette]:09 Dec
04

Craig Praderelli - Bill's Autopsy report pt.1
$8

do not take you to a place where you can purchase these items but instead
take you to the same ‘PayPal’ website! https://www.paypal.com/gb/home A
quick click on some of the other HOTT broadcasts and you arrive at the
same site. Bill would be spitting feathers at how corrupted his HOTT has
become. More on that Houghton/Shamley sham interview further down.
Ok, let’s study the ‘report’ put out by Bill’s assassins
https://archive.org/stream/ArizonaDPSReportDR2001070756MiltonWilliam
Cooper/Arizona%20DPS%20Report%20DR2001070756%20Milton%20William%20Cooper_djvu.txt
I quote:
“ACSO Briefing:
Upon arrival at the ACSO facility. Detectives Wood and Martinez met the other SIU det
ectives, members of the DPS Special Operations Unit (SOU) and deputies from the ACSO.
The DPS/SOU had been called by the ACSO, after the officer involved shooting, to ente
r and search the suspect residence for additional hazards or suspects.
On November 6. 2001 at approximately 0847 hours, the DPS/SOU entered the crime scene
and searched Cooper's residence. No hazards or additional suspects were found. (Suppo
rtive Documents: V. 5)”

So, there’s a glaring clue that this ‘report’ is dodgy; who are these
‘suspects’? Bill Cooper wasn’t a suspect; he was known to the police. He
was wanted by them for criminal offences [or so they say.]
Now take a look at what is listed under ‘SUPPORTIVE DOCUMENTS’:“6. The Arizona Republic Newspaper Newspaper Articles May 6, 2001 and November 7,
2001.”

The masons really do take the piss; don’t they. All genuine anti NWO
researchers know that ALL newspapers are spokespeople for the very enemy
Bill so heroically fought i.e they are controlled by the very men who seek to
enslave us i.e. the very men who ordered the murder of Bill Cooper.
Also under ‘supportive documents’ are, amongst other things, the following
documents which need to be published if the sceptics are going to be
silenced:
“1. Round Valley Justice Court - Felony Warrant For Arrest # CR-01 -0310
William Milton Cooper - Aggravated Assault W/Deadly Weapon (1 Count)

We should be privy to the full and unedited
documentation re these charges.
Endangerment (2 Counts)

2. Apache County Sheriff s Office
Tactical Operation Plan (Arrest of William Milton Cooper at his residence) Street
Map (depicting #96 Clearview Circle, Eagar, Arizona and nearby streets)
Photocopy of Photograph (depicting William Milton Cooper) Aerial Photograph
(depicting #96 Clearview Circle, Eagar, Arizona and the surrounding terrain)

4. Apache County Sheriffs Office .
Incident Command System Log (dated: 1 1/06/2001)
Inter-Office memorandum to Supervising Criminalist Bill Morris
(dated; 12/10/2001)

13. Apache County Sheriffs Office

What about the ACSO
operation communications Radio Logs dated during the time of the
ambush/murder and immediately thereafter i.e. dated 5th and 6th November
2001? We need sight of them as well as the ones dated 4th November.
Operation Communications Radio Logs (dated; 11/04/2001)

15. Arizona Department of Public Safety
Crime Scene Diagrams (Drawn by; SIU Det. John Allen #451 1)

1 . Photographs of the Apache Countv Sheriffs Office
personnel Photographer: D PS/SI U Detective John
Allen #4511
2. Crime Scene Photoqraphs (96 North Clearview Circle, Eagar,
Arizona)”

We’re also entitled to have sight of the Eagar Police Department [EPD]
reports and the SRT tactical operation; copies of which were apparently
provided by Commander Tafoya. The most important documentation
which should be published however are the transcripts of the interviews
that we’re told were conducted of the people who were a party to the
murder which [we’re told] were recorded. What we have published instead
are supposed excerpts of summaries of these interviews:
“All

the SIU criminal interviews were voluntary in nature and all were audibly record

ed.
The investigative narrative contains excerpts from interview summaries with deputies
who encountered Cooper, heard deputies issue verbal commands to Cooper, saw muzzle fl
ashes or heard gun shots.
• For complete interview summaries of all involved ACSO personnel, refer to the Inter
view Section of the report.”

LOL. The piss-taking masons really do take the biscuit, don’t they; the
interviews were voluntary. How can this be called an investigation when an
officer ends up in critical condition after being shot in the head, a man lies
dead on his door-step and the people who were witnesses to what actually
happened were not obliged to answer any questions! That alone should
convince you the official narrative is hogwash.
Folks, I can tell you there are NO recordings of anyone’s interview. These
‘testimonies’ are written – by the evil freemasons who are a part of Bill’s
murder – in such a way as to make you think they’re genuine. Prove me
wrong Commander Tafoya, publish them – verbatim, in full and unredacted.
The only way we can possibly know what really happened that night is if there
was some video evidence. I don’t know if there was a dash cam recorder on
the tactical van used in the ambush of Bill Cooper; there is no mention of such
in the ‘report’, but if there was one it was certainly switched off that night!

Ok, so let’s take a look at these so-called testimonies. First, we’re told that “On
November 6, 2001, the SIU detectives interviewed fifteen involved members of the
ACSO.”

The following are the Apache County Sheriffs Office Special Response Team
[SRT]:1.Sheriff Brian Hounshell 2. Commander Andrew Tafoya 3. Commander Abraham Hunt 4.
Commander James Womack 5. Sergeant Steven Brown 6. Sergeant Clifford Thorn 7. Deputy
Joseph Goldsmith 8. Deputy David Padilla 9. Deputy Matrese Avila 10. Deputy Charles
Brown 11. Deputy Christopher Oakes 12. Deputy Alfonso Morales 13. Deputy Michael Wood

Now here’s another
clue this ‘report’ is a fraud; the highlighted names – Hunt, Morales and Wood
are not even mentioned in any of the ‘testimonies’ published. How can that
be? I think the authors of this ‘report’ need to explain what their involvement
was, and they need to publish their testimonies.
14. Deputy Brannon Eagar 15. Evidence Technician John Poe.

Folks, we will never know who really shot and killed Bill, nor will we know who
shot Marinez – and whether or not that shooting was deliberate or an
accident. Doyel Shamley says he was shot accidently by Goldsmith. That is
just conjecture and is highly unlikely; it’s a masonic red-herring. Shamley,
just like all masonic puppets, doesn’t back up his assertions with evidence; he
parrots what his masonic paymaster orders [you cannot trust anything a shill
says; these people are the masonic controlled DISINFORMATION AGENTS;
their job remember is to lie, deceive, distract, confuse, disengage,
disempower and muddy the waters so much that genuine sceptics are put
off attempting to discern where the real truth lies.] We will also never know if
the shooter[s] are any of the people named in the official report. My hunch is
they’re not; I think there were other people unknown who were present on the
night Bill was murdered. This uncertainty ensures the real truth never
emerges, that the real murderers [and with that the people who put out the
order for Bill’s murder] remain undetected and free; and the masonic NWO
slavery regime trundles on. Of course, the people named in the ‘report’ will
never come clean and spill the beans as to what really happened. They are
all far too scared of their masonic bosses; and Marinez may not even know
who shot him.
Back to the script. Now Marinez [the officer who was shot and critically
wounded] makes up the 16th person on the SRT. He wasn’t even interviewed.
Some investigation! I quote:
“On November 27, 2001 at approximately 1430 hours. Sergeant Chung and Detective Wood
visited Deputy Marinez in his hospital room, at BNI. Detective Wood provided Deputy
Marinez with a State of Arizona, Victims Rights Form and informed him he would not be

interviewed. Deputy Marinez was in stable condition but was undergoing continual
therapy for his injuries.”

I’ll now point out some of the numerous contradictions and unanswered
questions contained in this ‘report’ [masonic script.]
According to the ‘report’ Deputy Goldsmith says there were seven people in
the UC [undercover] vehicle – Goldsmith himself, Commander Womack,
Deputy Matrese Avila, Deputy David Padilla, Deputy Charles Brown, Deputy
Rob Marinez and Commander Tafoya. Sergeant Brown says there were four
people in the Tac Van [tactical van] – Brown himself, Sheriff Brian Hounshell,
Deputy Christopher Oakes and Evidence Technician John Poe. Sergeant
Clifford Thorn and Deputy Eagar were on the surveillance team.
Now Goldsmith says: “the

UC vehicle and deputies would be supported by SRT

Vehicles –
plural – which suggests there was the UC vehicle, the Tac Van and more
than one other vehicle i.e. there were at least four vehicles. But Tafoya says
there were three vehicles. I quote: “Commander Tafoya said the SRT tactical plan
members in the Tac Van and other SRT members in marked ACSO vehicles.”

called for three vehicles occupied by SRT deputies and two surveillance SRT members
on the ground, near the Cooper residence. The vehicles were staffed as follows;
Undercover (UC) Vehicle (pick up truck) occupied by seven SRT deputies Fully Marked
ACSO Tactical Van (Tac Van) occupied by Sheriff Hounshell, two SR i deputies and one
ACSO evidence technician Fully Marked ACSO Chase Vehicle occupied by three SRT

One of the deputies in the Tac Van was Christopher Oakes, who
was the other deputy? Sergeant Brown [the driver] was the fourth person in
the Tac Van. Now Tafoya says the ‘Chase Vehicle’ was occupied by three
deputies. They must be Deputy Eagar, Deputy Alfonso Morales and Deputy
Michael Wood. That leaves Sergeant Thorn and Commander Abraham
Hunt. Which vehicle were they in?
deputies.”

As for the surveillance officers, Commander Womack says: “two

or three
officers were assigned to watch Cooper's house and advise when Cooper left the house

Why is Womack being vague? There were
two surveillance officers – Thorn and Eagar.
and approached Commander Womack.”

According to the ‘report’:
“Commander Womack said Cooper was just getting out of his pickup when he drove to a
stop behind him. According to Commander Womack. Deputies Marinez and Goldsmith jumped
out of the back of Commander Womack's pickup and began yelling "Sheriffs Office,
stop" while they ran toward Cooper. Commander Womack said Deputy Goldsmith ran around
the left side of Cooper's truck and Deputy Marinez ran around the right toward the
house.”

It is also stated in the ‘report’:
“Once

the UC vehicle came to a stop, Deputy Goldsmith exited the truck bed on the
driver's side while Deputy Marinez exited the truck bed on the passenger's side.
Deputy Goldsmith proceeded on foot in a northeasterly direction toward two vehicles
parked on the east side of the drive, directly across from Cooper's residence. Deputy
Goldsmith lost sight of Deputy Marinez at that point. As Deputy Goldsmith was running
across the drive to take cover behind the parked cars, he saw Cooper exiting his
truck. Cooper exited his pick up via the driver's side door and went around the front
of the truck toward his residence. Deputy Goldsmith estimated he was approximately 30
feet from Cooper at that point.”

So, if Bill was just getting out of his pickup when the UC vehicle was pulling up
behind him [with Goldsmith and Marinez still inside] how could Goldsmith be
running across the drive when he saw Bill exiting his truck? How could
Goldsmith have been 30 feet from Bill?
And what of the Tac Van? There are inconsistencies surrounding that. I
quote:
“Deputy Brown said the SRT truck and Cooper's pickup stopped very close to each
other. The SRT truck faced north and Cooper's pickup faced south.”

And:
“Sergeant Thorn saw the suspect vehicle stopped on the roadway facing west. The SRT
vehicle pulled into a position on the left side of the suspect vehicle facing east.”

So, was the Tac Van facing north or east? Was Bill’s vehicle facing south or
west?
And did Bill appear to be surrendering before or after Sheriff Hounshell and
Sergeant Brown exited the Tac Van? The testimony of Sgt Brown is:
“In an attempt to stop Cooper's vehicle, Sergeant Brown drove the Tac Van in the
middle of the dirt driveway. As the two vehicles approached each other, Sergeant
Brown stopped the Tac Van in the middle of the driveway causing Cooper to stop his
vehicle directly in front of the Tac Van, offset slightly to the west. At that point,
Sergeant Brown saw Cooper extend his right hand out the driver's side open window, as
if he were surrendering. After seeing Cooper's right hand extended. Sergeant Brown
exited the driver's side of the Tac Van.”

The testimony of Sheriff Hounshell is:
“Sheriff Hounshell said the approaching vehicle (Coopers) slowed and then stopped
directly in front of the Tac Van, offset slightly to the west. Sheriff Hounshell
exited the passenger's side of the Tac Van while Sergeant Brown exited the driver's
side. Sheriff Hounshell looked over the hood of the Tac Van and clearly saw Cooper
seated behind the steering wheel of the pick up truck. Sheriff Hounshell took a
position of cover behind the Tac Van, pointed a tactical rifle (Wilson, Combat, AR-

15) at Cooper and began shouting, "Sheriffs Office. Put your hands where I can see
them. Sheriff Hounshell said Cooper put his left hand and arm out the open driver's
side window but he appeared angry. Sheriff Hounshell said Cooper appeared to comply
with the verbal commands by putting his right hand out the driver's side window but
quickly Cooper drew his right hand back into the vehicle. Sheriff Hounshell saw
Cooper turn the steering wheel to the right (west) and the pick up accelerated in an
attempt to get past the Tac Van."

Also, who might have been run over? The report states:
“Commander Womack said as he drove around the SRT truck, he saw a deputy lying on the
ground. Commander Womack said he did not know if Cooper had shot the deputy or ran
him over with his truck.”

Womack says he saw a deputy who he thought might have been run over.
The script says it was sergeant Brown who might have been run over:
“As Sheriff Hounshell was repositioning to the right rear of the Tac Van he heard a
lot of noise and could not tell if Sergeant Brown had somehow been run over by
Cooper's vehicle.”
“Deputy Brown saw Sergeant Brown hanging partially inside the driver's side window of
the pickup as it sped away. Sergeant Brown fell from the pickup and Deputy Brown
thought Sergeant Brown had been run over.”

And why would Womack think Bill had shot the deputy [sergeant Brown]?
No-one else says they heard gun shots at that stage.
There are even contradictory accounts of how Bill maneuvered around the
Tac Van. I quote:
“Sergeant Thorn heard someone saying, " Sheriffs Office. Sheriffs Office. Get your
hands up. Let me see your hands. Let me see your hands. Let me see your hands!" About
15 seconds later, the suspect vehicle backed up, drove around the SRT vehicle and
proceeded quickly toward the residence.”

No-one else says Bill backed up:
“Sheriff Hounshell saw Cooper turn the steering wheel to the right (west) and the
pick up accelerated in an attempt to get past the Tac Van.”
“Sergeant Brown said Cooper stared directly at him for few seconds, turned the pick
up wheels to the right (west) just enough to miss the front of the Tac Van and
accelerated directly at him.”
“Deputy Brown said the pickup accelerated and drove around the SRT truck.”

There are questions surrounding the gun Bill allegedly fired at Marinez.
The consensus is Bill fired the gun using his right hand; why then did
Womack think the gun ended up in Bill’s left hand? I quote:

“Commander Womack said he thought the handgun ended up in Coopers left hand as he lay
on the ground.”

Sergeant Brown says the gun was less than a foot from Bill’s right hand. I
quote:
“Sergeant Brown saw a silver revolver on the ground, less than a foot from Cooper's
right hand.”

Even the place Tafoya supposedly moved the gun to safety is not
consistent. I quote:
“Commander Womack said he asked Commander Tafoya to move the handgun further away
from Cooper. Commander Womack said Commander Tafoya put the gun on top of some
rocks.”

And:
“Sergeant Brown saw Commander Tafoya pick up the revolver and move it to a small
retaining wall, out of Cooper's reach.”

So, was the gun placed on a wall or ‘some rocks’?
As for who called the emergency medical services, well even that is
uncertain. I quote:
“Sergeant Brown yelled to Deputy Oakes to radio for Emergency Medical Services.
Deputy Oakes did as requested.”

And:
“Commander Tafoya radioed for the staged medical personnel (a Paramedic and an EMT),
a ground ambulance and the DPS Air Rescue helicopter stationed in Flagstaff,
Arizona.”

And not surprisingly there is vagueness and differing accounts of the
amount of gun shots Bill allegedly fired. I quote:
“Deputy Brown did not know how many muzzles flashes he saw.”

And:
“Sergeant Thorn heard an undetermined number of shots being fired. He described two
series of gunshots. The first series contained one or two gunshots.”

And:
“Deputy Goldsmith said he saw a muzzle blast in the direction of Deputy Marinez.
Deputy Goldsmith saw two or three more muzzle blasts from Cooper's gun toward Deputy
Marinez before he (Cooper) stopped shooting and fell to the ground.”

And:

“Commander Tafoya described the shots as two initial shots, a brief pause and a third
shot followed immediately by a succession of shots.”

And:
“Commander Womack said he saw Cooper extend his right arm toward the north and saw
two or three flashes from his hand.”

And:
“Sergeant Brown heard two to four rounds from the small caliber weapon.”

And:
“Deputy Avila said Cooper discharged a pistol very quickly at least three times
without saying a word at Deputy Marinez.”

Even whether or not there was sufficient lighting is open to question. I
quote:
“Deputy Goldsmith said there was adequate artificial lighting produced by the
residence and vehicles for him to clearly see Cooper throughout the shooting. Deputy
Goldsmith remembered the head lights of Cooper's vehicle being on but he was not sure
about the head lights of the UC vehicle.”

And:
“Deputy

Avila said it was so dark, she did not see Deputy Marinez fall down.”

So, are any of Bill’s ‘friends, fellow researchers, speakers of truth and
courageous freedom fighters’ investigating his death? Well, I don’t see any
of them scrutinizing the ‘criminal investigation’ or any other official reports
that supposedly exist. Have a look at the ‘Meet Bill Cooper’ video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VI4NltaBFRU [watch from 1:03:27.]
The biggest traitor of all, Doyel Shamley, says: “I was told by law
enforcement officials that were on site and the ones who had to come up
afterwards to get a briefing; they had put out that Bill is not to be let back in
the house alive. It was premeditated.” Yes, it was premeditated, but
Shamley doesn’t attempt to prove that. Instead he misquotes and twists
what is stated in a ‘report’ which is itself a perversion of the truth; as he well
knows. Of course the murderers could not let Bill get back into his house;
but what is actually stated is:
“Commander Womack said it was stressed during the training not to let Cooper get back
into his house because the information they had indicated Cooper had a large amount
of weapons and ammunition inside.”

And:

“Commander Tafoya said it was very likely Cooper had several weapons inside his
residence, which would present a significant risk to any officer(s) attempting to
make entry.

Notice how Shamley keeps stressing his information came from “lawenforcement”. That tells you this is a masonic charade. If Doyel Shamley
was genuine, the authorities would be giving him – a supposed close friend
of Bill Cooper’s – a wide berth. And Shamley would not be accepting what
‘law-enforcement’ say; he wouldn’t be talking in terms of ‘they’ [said this or
that], he would be questioning them; he’d be covertly recording them; he’d
be naming and shaming and exposing the truth. And he’d be exposing the
fact freemasonry controls all the authorities and the media, including the
‘alternative’ media. He does none of that; he’s not allowed to; he’s only
pretending to be against the authorities [and the press] remember; he’s
actually working for the same masonic master that controls them. Neither
would he be going along with the story that Bill had threatened to call
police. He doesn’t know what Bill had said to his murderers. [Well he
might do; he might have been with Bill on the night of his murder for all we
know.]
Shamley of course will never expose the fact that the ‘criminal investigation’
is a masonic work of fiction. His job is not to prove Bill was murdered by
the masonic controlled Establishment [he’s not allowed to prove that the
authorities are corrupt i.e he isn’t allowed to PROVE that the official story is
a LIE]; his job is to make sure you don’t look outside of the box and provide
the evidence that Bill was murdered for exposing the freemasonic matrix of
control which is enslaving us in the NWO hell. His job is to keep you
theorizing – cos theories are no good to anyone since they prove nowt –
and to keep you in ‘half-truth’ mode. Remember distorted or part truth is
a whole lie.
The most effective lie is the half-truth, because in part it can be defended
with incontestable logic. Satan knows that the most effective lie is a lie that
contains some truth, to disguise the lie.
Shamley is a liar, a deceiver, a coward and almost certainly a high degree
freemason himself. He was probably never a friend of Bill’s but was a spy
right from the get-go.
And he makes things up [more accurately he parrots what his masonic
handler has told him to say] for example, he says: “Out of this juniper the

first deputy came out right at Bill’s truck. This is the point where bill
knocked him off with his arm; not ran over anything; that guy landed on his
butt, cos Bill hit the gas, so he made this little curve and this is where he
stopped; at this point according to ‘law-enforcement’ when he stopped one
more person approached the vehicle, but not running and that’s when he
did the open hand thing in a sign of surrender. He went up on the bank to
avoid the vehicle that then came shooting up here full speed.”
Where does he get that info? The ‘report’ states:
“In an attempt to stop Cooper's vehicle, Sergeant Brown drove the Tac Van in the middle of the dirt
driveway. As the two vehicles approached each other, Sergeant Brown stopped the Tac Van in the
middle of the driveway causing Cooper to stop his vehicle directly in front of the Tac Van, offset slightly
to the west. At that point, Sergeant Brown saw Cooper extend his right hand out the driver's side open
window, as if he were surrendering. After seeing Cooper's right hand extended. Sergeant Brown exited
the driver's side of the Tac Van. Sergeant Brown left the driver's side door open, clearly displaying the
ACSO police markings to Cooper. Sergeant Brown said the head lights from the Tac Van clearly
illuminated Cooper seated behind the steering wheel of the pick up. Sergeant Brown aimed his M-4 submachine gun directly at Cooper and shouted verbal commands announcing, "Sheriffs Office. Put your
hands in the air." Sergeant Brown heard Sheriff Brian Hounshell shouting the same verbal commands at
Cooper from the passenger's side of the Tac Van.”

And:
“Sergeant Brown said Cooper stared directly at him for few seconds, turned the pick
up wheels to the right (west) just enough to miss the front of the Tac Van and
accelerated directly at him. Sergeant Brown was forced to jump out of the way to his
right (east), toward the Tac Van, to avoid being struck by Cooper's vehicle. As
Cooper's vehicle drove past Sergeant Brown, Sergeant Brown attempted to knock
Cooper's hands off the steering wheel using the butt end of the M-4 rifle. The effort
to knock Cooper's hands from the steering wheel failed. As Cooper's vehicle continued
past Sergeant Brown, Sergeant Brown attempted to reach into Cooper's vehicle and
knock the gear shift out of gear. That effort also failed.”

And:
“Deputy Brown saw Sergeant Brown hanging partially inside the driver's side window of
the pickup as it sped away. Sergeant Brown fell from the pickup and Deputy Brown
thought Sergeant Brown had been run over.”

Course it goes without saying that whoever made this ‘Meet Bill Cooper’
video [Robert Houghton?] is also a masonic controlled NWO gatekeeper –
no genuine researcher promotes press articles/bulletins, nor do they
promote shills, they expose them [see this Pete Sanshilli/Doyel Shamshilli
interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VHLdy6f290 linked which I
will comment on in a min]; and genuine anti-NWO fighters reveal their
identity. People who hide behind anonymity do so because their deeds are
dark. I maintain that anyone who works behind anonymity because they

are too scared of the enemy should not be on the battlefield. Cowards are
Satan’s servants; they’re worse than the sheople.
As for the interview with Alex Jones, Bill of course went on to expose Jones
as the degenerate, noxious, depraved, dirty, lying, cowardly,
disinfomongering scumbag shill he is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUmR9xfIYyM [just listen to the words
of Bill Cooper; pay no heed to the Judy Wood plug – she is controlled
opposition too.]
Note incidentally what Bill is saying at 8:30 mins of the video. Bill later
states he had been deceived, in order to discredit him
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_g0NIBevWk See my ‘Welcome’
page http://sharonkilby.co.uk/ for more on Bill Cooper.
Right, onto the Houghton/Shamley sham interview
http://www.hourofthetime.com/robdoyelbillmurderpartone.html Before
reading that listen to the Pete Sanshilli/Doyel Shamshilli ‘interview’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_1E0jmLtPg [listen from 33 mins.]
Incidentally Pete Sanshilli wants you to believe that he only knew of Bill
Cooper “Oct or Nov of last year”; that would be Oct or Nov of 2012. Santilli
says he is “the most controversial talk show host in the USA” since at least
2004 … and he’d never heard of Bill Cooper. Believe that, you’ll believe
anything. Doyel Shamley is supposed to be this avid researcher/freedom
fighter, so why does he give the likes of Pete Santilli [an obvious shill] the
time of day? Why is he not exposing him? Shamley doesn’t expose shills,
he goes on their radio broadcasts!
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/archivesmisc.html Would Bill
have gone on the Santilli show? No, would he fuck. He would have
exposed him as the despicable, deceitful, treacherous, loathsome,
cowardly fraud he is, just like he exposed loads of other scum of the earth
NWO prostitutes.
Before going any further, I will just say that what Santilli says in his
introduction are about the only honest words that come out of his mouth. I
quote: “The legendary Bill Cooper may be one of America’s greatest
heroes; and this story may be the biggest story in the history of the world
with respect to his assassination.”

For ease of reference I quote from the Houghton ‘interview’ in Blue and
from the Santilli ‘interview’ in navy blue. First of all notice how Shamley
gives the “State reports that were done by the Department of Public Safety”
legitimacy. Only a shill would do that. Genuine researchers – especially
one of Bill’s researchers – scrutinize official reports and expose the outright
lies, the contradictions, the implausibilities, the improbabilities and the
impossibilities. Notice he doesn’t specify how many reports were done,
and of course he doesn’t publish them; that’s because there is only the
one. He also says: “It came out in those 300 + pages of initial reports.”
What does he mean by ‘initial’ reports? Why would a friend of Bill Cooper’s
be privy to reports which are not available to the public? [Not that they
actually exist; that’s just bullshit too.] The official report [the masonic work
of fiction] published is 39 pages, why doesn’t he tell us what is in the other
261+ pages?
Now this is what Shamley tells Houghton: “But they served it with U.S.
federal marshals and he was on the web site and I have the copies in fact
on a CD of the website from that period where he was listed right on the
front page in the top 10.” Well that’s a bit vague and nonsensical!
And: “Well, they weren’t. They were completely told after the fact. In fact,
the way it came down the chain of command was they performed this and
then after the shooting was done, called the chief, which was Scott Garms
and notified him that he had a citizen dead. And they did this and this in his
town. So then, of course, he called his two right hand men, which was
lieutenant and sergeant, and that would be Lieutenant Kirkham and Sgt.
Fraser”.
And: “So we sat right down there on the front porch. He [Sgt Frazier] just
said well I gotta let you know that Bill’s dead and what happened was was
there had been an alleged complaint against him by Dr. Hamblin in town,
Eagar, of a purported assault and basically locally it was just like well
whatever and handed off to the county,ok. So the county had sat on it and
then decided they had something for a search warrant, so according to Sgt.
Fraser, they came to serve that warrant, but they did it with a tactical team
and they also did it at 11:47 at night, I believe it was 11:47. Anyway, just
shy of midnight, which is obviously out of the normal. You get a guy who
isn’t guilty, there’s been nothing yet, nobody’s been served yet even, it’s
just supposedly a Dr. in town.” Genuine freedom fighters [like his boss Bill,

who could prove everything he said] are not interested in allegations; they
do not promote unsubstantiated stories; they establish facts.
Shills do not substantiate what they say because they cannot; because
they are fork-tongued.
Hearsay is counterproductive in the fight for freedom and belongs in
shilly cyberspace.
He tells Sanshilli: “The Eagar police force weren’t even up there until it
was done; they were called more around one in the morning for a 11:45 pm
incident.”

Shamley again twists what is stated in the ‘report’ which was written by the
murderers and accomplices. According to the ‘report’:
“In the summer of 2001, the Chief of the Eagar Police Department (EPD) contacted the ACSO and asked
for assistance developing a plan to arrest Cooper, an Eagar, Arizona, resident. The EPD advised Cooper
was wanted on federal tax charges from 1 998 as well as felony aggravated assault and felony
endangerment charges in Apache County. The felony charges in Apache County were a result of an
incident that occurred July 11 , 2001. The ACSO contacted the Maricopa County Special Weapons and
Tactics (MCSO/SWAT) and asked for assistance developing a tactical plan to effect Cooper's arrest. The
MCSO/SWAT responded and developed an arrest plan. The ACSO/SRT and the MCSO/SWAT initially
planned to arrest Cooper on September 11, 2001, but that attempt had to be canceled because of a
possible security breech. On November 5, 2001, the ACSO developed their own tactical arrest plan and
conducted a briefing outlining that plan.”

Also:
“Commander Womack said there was a federal warrant for Cooper's arrest, but the local police did not
execute the warrant because they heard of Cooper stating he would kill as many officers as he had to.”

If this was not a masonic script, and Chief Garms was informed afterwards
of the ‘attempted arrest which had gone wrong’, there would be nothing
untoward about that; after all, Garms had passed the job onto the ACSO.
All this of course is just MASONIC muddying of waters – to give shills like
Shamshilli some bullshit to spew and thus deter you doing your own
investigation … and PROVING Bill was murdered by the U.S government.
[More accurately the masons in the U.S government.]
And:

”Sheriff Hounshell remained at the scene and assisted his deputies as needed before removing his
personnel from the scene. It was at that time Sheriff Hounshell formally requested the DPS [dept of
public safety]/SIU[special investigations unit] respond and conduct the criminal investigation.”

Included in the “INVESTIGATIVE REPORT” are the “Involved Agencies
Arizona Department of Public Safety Criminal Investigations Division Special
Investigations Unit (SIU)
Eaqar Police Department PO Box #1300 Eagar. Arizona 85925 (928) 333-4127 1. Chief B.
Scott Garms 2. Detective Paul Kirkham 3. Sergeant Fred Frazier 4. Officer John Crow
5. Officer John Miller 6. Officer Michael Sweetser 7. Officer Troy Czarnyszka.”

Notice Shamley can’t even get Fred Frazier’s name correct! And notice the
reference to September 11.
What arouses my curiosity is why the masons told us the ‘arrest’ was
originally planned for that day. Who knows if it was or wasn’t. Some say
Bill was murdered for predicting 9/11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKT5XxJ1sbQ [well yeah, and the rest!]
I think the dirty brigade should publish the documentation showing when
the decision to murder Bill on September 11th was made, and by whom.
They also need to explain how ‘law-enforcement’ in Phoenix, Arizona knew
beforehand of the 9/11 attacks. [It wouldn’t surprise me if the likes of Doyel
Shamley and Robert Houghton knew beforehand. Shamley certainly knew
Bill’s murder was being planned.] Course the lying scumbag masons will
just say it was a coincidence. What they’re really saying is that the order
for Bill’s murder came from very high up; from the people who
orchestrated 9/11.
As for the claim that Eagar police were called “more around one in the
morning” Shamley contradicts himself by later telling Santilli “when Eagar
police was finally called – 2 hours later – and informed “oh you have a
resident dead, by the way, in your town” …”
Shamley wants you to believe that “when Bill said he was going back to his
house to call the police [to shoo them on], [not that there is any evidence
that Bill said he was going to call the cops] I guess that was the signal; the
undercover cops said “oh shit we’re busted”, cos remember they [ACSO]
hadn’t involved Eagar police, and he said he’s gonna call them.” Ha ha,
busted my arse; warra comedian this fuckin pretender Doyel Shillshamley
is – his masonic handler must be very pleased with him. This is a masonic

murder, remember, of course Eagar police are ‘in’ on it. Garms and his
masonic police pals knew well in advance of Nov 5th of the plot to murder
Bill.
Now according to the ‘report’:
“The crime scene was secured by uniformed officers and was delineated by yellow
police crime scene tape. The crime scene was situated on the top of a hill and
included Cooper's residence. Cooper's residence is described as a two story home,
facing east. On November 6, 2001 at approximately 1250 hours, Sergeant Chung and SIU
Detectives Wood, Martinez, Keeling, Bottoms and Allen entered the crime scene at the
driveway junction, north of Cooper's residence. The SIU detectives were accompanied
by Pinetop/Lakeside Crime Scene Investigator Bob Harkey.”

If this ‘report’ was genuine i.e. not a masonic narration there is nothing to
back up Shamley’s claim that “I’m sure the sheriff delayed a little while,
covered up whatever they wanted to cover up, then they had to make
phone calls …” There is no time specified when Garms’ police officers
were on the scene, but neither is there anything to suggest any
unacceptable delay in telling Garms or in requesting the ‘criminal
investigation’. So, since Shamley hasn’t proven a ‘cover up’, this is just
more of the same red herrings put out by the masons to put you off looking
for the real truth.
As for the story that a police officer named Frazier went to see Shamley at
some point after the murder, well that’s just more masonic storytelling.
Shamley provides no evidence that a police officer visited him, and he
gives a contradictory story – he says Frazier was sent to speak to him to
tell him about the killing and to give him protection [even though –
according to the script – Frazier didn’t visit Shamley until dawn [6 a.m he
says] i.e. several hours after the killing] yet he tells Farren Shoaf on ‘The
Real Masonic News Radio’ that he was arrested!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hB95AzUAX4 [Listen from 18 mins.] I
quote: “They came and put me under arrest and took me to their …” [He
tells Houghton that he had the option of turning up at the ICC. I quote:
“Lieutenant Kirkham showed up in front of our property and relayed to me
that the Apache County Sheriff and other entities would like to know if I
would be willing to come out to the Incident Command Centre. And so I
said “Well, yeah, we can go out there.” But I told them, I said “I don’t trust
you guys as far as I can throw any of you, so you’d better stick to me like
glue while we’re out there.” And he actually did so.”] Also, he contradicts
himself over how much information he allegedly received from Frazier –
telling Pete Santilli it was a brief rundown whilst telling Houghton that

Frazier had explained “all these details” during their “massively long
meeting … probably an hour on the front porch.” Also, during the
Houghton ‘interview’ Frazier is a sergeant, in the Santilli ‘interview’ Frazier
is a detective:This is what he tells Sanshilli: “Next thing I know there’s flashing lights
coming into my home; it was one of the local police I knew; I knew them all;
I know them, all still [well he’ll obviously know the ones who attend the
same masonic lodge as him!] … barricades were being put at the end of
the road by one of those agencies that were involved to block off my road,
and he [Frazier] was telling them “what are you guys, dumbasses?” This is
all hearsay from a proven liar who doesn’t back up anything he says with
evidence; even though he says he was filming. I quote: “Doyel: Yeah, I
have a bunch of the news clips [why?] and then of course the footage that I
filmed that shows you the volume of agent cars going up and down, up and
down the hill and barricades and everything. I filmed that.” The authorities
would have had to barricade the road to prevent unauthorized persons
snooping around a crime scene; however that would have been done as
soon as police were on the scene, not a few hours later at dawn. He said
Bill’s been murdered, [no cop would have described that killing as ‘murder’]
and he gave me a brief rundown on the spot and said “now we’re protecting
you cos they [who?] wanted to come after you, so we’ve got an officer
assigned to you”; and they kept their word and did that. And he said “they
told us in our briefing at 1:00 am in the morning when the chief finally got
the call and called me as the only detective on the force”; and we went up
there and they said “we do not want another ‘WACO’ or ‘RUBY RIDGE’”.”
According to the script:
“After the shooting, Sheriff Hounshell proceeded to an area near the Cooper residence and met with
Commander Tafoya. Shortly after arriving at the residence, Sheriff Hounshell learned Deputy Marinez
had been shot. Sheriff Hounshell, assisted by Commander Tafoya, began to initiate incident scene
command. Sheriff Hounshell said medical personnel were requested and they arrived within minutes to
assist Deputy Marinez.
Sheriff Hounshell remained at the scene and assisted his deputies as needed before
removing his personnel from the scene. It was at that time Sheriff Hounshell formally
requested the DPS/SIU respond and conduct the criminal investigation.
The crime scene was secured by uniformed officers …” etc etc

So, the cover story is: it was established soon after the killing that Bill had
shot Marinez, and Goldsmith had then shot and killed Bill. Soon after, the
‘criminal investigation’ began.
Let’s assume this was not a masonic murder i.e. that this was a genuine
case of ACSO attempting an arrest which ended in a shootout whereby an
officer got injured and the intended arrestee killed. There would have been
a proper investigation which would have had nothing to do with Doyel
Shamley – he would not have been arrested or questioned, neither would
he have been given any information; nor would he have been given police
protection. Since it was a masonic murder there would have been a
pretend investigation.
Doyel Shamley, tell us the name of your masonic handler who is telling you
to parrot this shit. Course the likes of Santilli [the smug prick you just want
to punch who says “they protected you at that point; and thank goodness
they did cos you’re here to tell the story”] and Shoaf just accept and
promote his bullshit, no questions asked.
As for Frazier being “the only detective on the force” he was – according to
the ‘report’ – a sergeant, Paul Kirkham was a detective present, the lead
detective was Kevin Wood. Other detectives from the SIU [Special
Investigations Unit] named are:
“Detective Frank Martinez #1334 - Interviews, Crime Scene 3. Detective Roger Keeli
ng #4000 - Interviews, Crime Scene 4. Detective John Bottoms, #4290 - Interviews.
Crime Scene 5. Detective Mike Livingston #4397 - Interviews, Crime Scene 6. Detective
John Allen #451 1 - Interviews, Photographs, Crime Scene Diagram 7. Detective Wayde
Webb #4891 - Barrows Neurological Institute, Hospital Follow Up 8. Detective Bill
Beck #5043 - Interviews Arizona Department of Public Safety Criminal Investigations
Division 2102 West Encanto Boulevard Phoenix, Arizona 85009 (602) 223-2000 1 .
Detective Terry Johnson, #2479 - Pima Countv. Office of the Medical Examiner (OME)
Autopsy Photographs. Autopsy Evidence Recovery 2. Detective Charles Serino, #4731 Pima County OME - Assist Detective Johnson. Detective Michael Cirivello.”

Now the picture painted is: “Locally he had a reasonable rapport with these
gentlemen and probably sending a marked patrol car up to Bill’s house at
10:00 in the morning and coming up and knocking on Bill’s door would
have resulted in Bill opening the door and talking to these gentleman and
obviously they did not want, however this raid was performed, they did not
want to talk to Bill. There was a foregone conclusion in their minds, I
believe, from everything we can, all of our research [what research
Houghton?] we’ve done since then, there was a foregone conclusion in law

enforcement didn’t want Bill to walk away from this one. So like you say,
Doyel, it is very odd that they decided to do this at 11:30 at night.”
If this was a genuine scenario and not a masonic script I should imagine an
attempted arrest of a heroic freedom fighter who is a dangerous triggerhappy militia man late at night would be justified because they would not
want to attract the attention of the locals, which likely would have happened
during daylight hours. They obviously would want to just execute the arrest
with as little drama as possible. Law enforcement would indeed have been
keen to avoid another ‘WACO’ or ‘RUBY RIDGE’; there again I don’t think
the masons need concern themselves about such standoffs as there are
easier ways of destroying the folk who piss them off, thanks to the sheer
number [and growing] of masonic lackeys such as the cowardly
traitors Doyel Shillshamley and Pete Sanshilli polluting the WWW these
days.
As for a reasonable rapport with the police, Bill despised them. He had a
personal vendetta against Garms; he despised the cowardly, lying, traitor. I
quote: “Garms let me tell you this, if this continues with my daughter, I will
personally settle this with you; you’d better listen to me you nazi son-of-abitch, lying puke faced … if anyone approaches my daughter or any other
member of my family, Garms I am going to come down and I’m going to
settle this with you personally; you stinking little shit … here’s my message
to you Garms or anyone connected with the police or highway patrol, the
U.S government, the U.S Marshal service, the FBI … any of you puke
faced traitorous bastards who have taken an oath to protect … if you have
a bitch with me then you have the balls to come up here and take it up with
me; don’t you touch or harm any member of my family … if you do – and
this is not a threat it is a promise – I will come down off this mountain
and I will personally start the restoration of constitutional republican
government over the dead bodies of all you puke faced, lying,
threatening, despicable, dishonourable, unethical, immoral, federal puke
faced bastard employee I can find; if you ever dare go near my daughter
again … because you simply haven’t got the balls to come up here and
face me.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpKoNDL_7Ww
Bill was telling Garms not to threaten his daughter Jessica that she’d be
locked up if she didn’t provide the police with info. [Bill says Jessica told
him that “the US marshalls are after her in an attempt to make her betray
me. They want her to tell them all about my house, and all about the
rooms, and what is in the rooms and how many weapons are here, and

who else is here and how I’m going to defend myself should they come
after me. She said they terrorized her; they threatened her – told her that if
she did not co-operate she might go to prison. She’s 20 years old … none
of this could be happening without the complete cooperation of chief Garms
here in Eagar; the nazi police chief.”] Of course the evil freemasons knew
that Jessica would tell her dad everything that the marshals had said;
unfortunately Bill’s understandable rage and his public threat to Garms was
playing right into the masons’ hands.
And not surprisingly the despicable traitor Doyel Shamley accuses Jessica
of being a plant “who drew articulate maps and gave detailed descriptions;
she was only there to backstab her father.” He says: “She even used that
to get famous afterwards; all she did was provide the police with the layout
of Bill’s house and his habits … it’s all in the report, signed by her.” What
report might that be Shamshilli? PUBLISH IT. PROVE what you say, you
lying, cowardly, filthy, traitor.
It wasn’t Jessica who betrayed Bill – there’s no evidence of that – it was
Bill’s ‘second-in-command’ Doyel Shamley. He is the one who facilitated
Bill’s death. He was a key player in the plot to murder Bill Cooper. Listen
to the equally traitorous, fake as fuck Pete Santilli expressing disgust at
Jessica’s alleged betrayal https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_1E0jmLtPg
[Listen from 1h 17 mins.]
As for the confrontation of Bill and his murderers, the account Shamley
gives to Houghton is at odds with the one he gives in the ‘Meet Bill Cooper’
video, which differs to the ‘report’ which, as you know, is itself a
misrepresentation of the facts! I quote:
“Doyel: … that’s when a car came zooming uphill, and that would be the
access from town up this little hill and that one tried to cut him off and at
that point I’m assuming he knew something was wrong. Now, here is the
real clincher. In the briefing they told Sgt. Fraser, who was decided the one
to come talk to me that he, Bill, had put the vehicle, the truck in park and
had stuck both his hands out the window, palm open fashion, basically
showing I don’t have nothing in my hand.
Rob: I’m not a threat, basically. That’s the idea. Ha ha, he was a threat;
that’s why he was murdered.

This picture painted of Bill being treated as a criminal or terrorist and
ambushed when he was unarmed and doing all the law-abiding things –
calling cops [allegedly] to remove these partygoers and then seemingly
surrendering when confronted by ‘law-enforcement’ [even the masonic rag
doesn’t state categorically that Bill did surrender: “At that point, Sergeant
Brown saw Cooper extend his right hand out the driver's side open window, as if he

are masonic diversionary tactics … to discourage you
looking at facts, and PROVING the official story is a lie. Yes, we know
‘they’ were intent on murder, but Doyel Shamley [who was supposedly Bill’s
right-hand man – the person who knew him best, an honest and trustworthy
guy] and his fellow traitorous, lying, cowardly, masonic-controlled colleague
Rob Houghton deliberately do not provide the evidence of that.
were surrendering.”]

If Doyel Shamley was genuine i.e not a NWO shill he would have pointed
out, as I have done, that Bill clearly did not ‘appear to be surrendering’
because the official story is jam packed with contradictions including
whether or not Bill appeared to be surrendering before or after
officers exited their Tac Van. [The testimony of Sgt Brown is: “At that
point, Sergeant Brown saw Cooper extend his right hand out the driver's side open
window, as if he were surrendering. After seeing Cooper's right hand extended.
Sergeant Brown exited the driver's side of the Tac Van.”

The testimony of Sheriff Hounshell is: “Sheriff

Hounshell exited the passenger's
side of the Tac Van while Sergeant Brown exited the driver's side. Sheriff Hounshell
looked over the hood of the Tac Van and clearly saw Cooper seated behind the steering
wheel of the pick up truck. Sheriff Hounshell took a position of cover behind the Tac
Van, pointed a tactical rifle (Wilson, Combat, AR-15) at Cooper and began shouting,
"Sheriffs Office. Put your hands where I can see them. Sheriff Hounshell said Cooper
put his left hand and arm out the open driver's side window but he appeared angry.
Sheriff Hounshell said Cooper appeared to comply with the verbal commands by putting
his right hand out the driver's side window but quickly Cooper drew his right hand
back into the vehicle."]

Bill would never have said he was going to call the police either; that’s just
laughable. We’ll never know of course how Bill reacted to his murderers,
and at what point he knew he was in trouble. My hunch is he knew the
moment he confronted the ruse vehicle that those imposters were there to
murder him.
As said we don’t know what really happened because the official report is a
lie, and Shamley is only pretending to be in opposition to the authorities.
Shamley does know what really happened, but he’ll never tell you the truth;
his allegiance is to freemasonry.

Notice Shamley talks about the officers in a derogatory way, this is just a
show, to convince you that he is fighting the authorities. The likes of
Shillyshamley and his buddy Sanshilly and Houghton want you focusing
your anger on government officials and other authority figures; it is another
little trick the men behind the NWO use to get you off the scent of
freemasonry and other secret societies. How often have you seen
amongst the comments under many controlled opposition videos and
articles and on other public forums [most of which btw are written by enemy
agents posing as members of the public] officers being referred to as
CIA/FBI/police goons for example? The overwhelming majority of
government employees are not bad people, they are honest and upright
and have no knowledge of freemasonry and what is really going on in the
higher echelons of their organization; and that is probably true of many who
hold senior positions. It is the few at the top, most of whom are high
degree masons or who have affiliations with freemasonry or some other
secret society, who are perpetrating the corruption and the evil which filters
down the masonic pyramid structure of their organization. Remember
freemasonry controls pretty much everything apart from individuals and
small businesses. This is how we are kept imprisoned in the masonic
matrix.
Doyel: Yeah. Well, then at that point, more people came out of the other
trees, you know I don’t mean out of the air, this little brush, 6 to 8 feet tall.
Rob: Is my memory serving me correctly in that there were fourteen officers
involved? 14? Where does that figure come from?
Doyel: And at this point he obviously realized that something was wrong
and he whipped his hands back in, threw it into gear, no he did not grab a
gun even thought there were two available in the truck. I know for a fact,
and he didn’t do that.” So how does Shamley know that Bill didn’t grab a
gun??? How does he know that for a fact???
He also says Bill punched Sgt Brown: “… he jumped up on the step and
tried to swing at Bill, and Bill knocked him off and they admitted that it was
a punch that knocked him off, no running over him, no nothing like that”
which also contradicts what he says in the ‘Meet Bill Cooper’ video - that
Bill had “knocked him off with his arm” which also differs to the official story:

“Deputy Brown saw Sergeant Brown hanging partially inside the driver's side window of
the pickup as it sped away. Sergeant Brown fell from the pickup and Deputy Brown
thought Sergeant Brown had been run over.”

As for Bill’s prosthetic leg, Doyel Shamley even lies when he tells Sanshilli
“every day I had to ‘caretake’ Bill’s stump” because he didn’t even know
that Bill had a “left below-knee amputation”. [See autopsy report.] When
Houghton asks if it was above the knee amputation Shamley replies:
“Yeah, it was pretty high, it would be mid thigh.”
As for the point at which officers identified themselves, Doyel Shamley’s
version [which is supposedly Sgt Frazier’s account] contradicts the official
narrative. I quote: “Rob: Now Bill pushes this guy off of his pickup truck,
who’s trying to swing at him to stop him, I’m assuming at this point, are
these officers in uniform? Doyel: No, at this point they still have not
identified themselves.” And: “Doyel: Yeah, and the front door right there,
and at that point, according to the Sgt. Fraser, at that point they finally
identified themselves.” The official narrative is:
“Sergeant Brown left the driver's side door open, clearly displaying the ACSO police
markings to Cooper.
Sergeant Brown aimed his M-4 sub-machine gun directly at Cooper and shouted verbal
commands announcing, "Sheriffs Office. Put your hands in the air." Sergeant Brown
heard Sheriff Brian Hounshell shouting the same verbal commands at Cooper from the
passenger's side of the Tac Van. Sergeant Brown left the Tac Van running and all
lights activated when he exited the vehicle.”

As for the order of shots, the HOTT shills say: “The shot to the heart came
after the shot to somewhere else in his body because the heart was still
pumping at this point … basically the order of shots shows that the shot to
the head was prior to the shot to the heart.” That is not what the ‘report’
says; nor is it evidenced by the autopsy. Scroll back up to the section
on stippling.
The shills say their information on the gunshots comes from an ‘autopsy
expert’. Shamley says: “So, it had to be in that certain order and that
throughout the report he goes step by step, you know we did that on the air
step by step in the report as far as the order and the distances which are a
key thing, and the angles.” And he tells Sanshilli “There are a lot of
indications that one deputy [Goldsmith] shot the other deputy – Marinez,
that got injured, and it was blamed on Bill … because of the angles …”
That is a gross misstatement – there is absolutely no proof of that; let alone
a “lot of indications”.

Shillshamley is proud to announce: “We did a whole autopsy audio as I’m
sure you’re aware of cos it got kinda famous … with a bona fide autopsy
expert.” I’m curious as to why he felt the need to stress that it was with a
bona fide expert. Is it because Craig Pradarelli is not genuine? Also, why
has that – famous – autopsy broadcast disappeared into the ether?!
Shamley also says: “When they got him down, then there was multiple
close-range shots right at the body [he tells Farren Shoaf that the “autopsy
indicated gross amounts of stippling … he had stippling on his temple and
shoulders”] ... And because of the angles, and you can track the course of
events in a good autopsy, which we were able to do in our famous
broadcast about this, he already had a fatal catastrophic wound.” The point
being made is that Bill was already disabled and dying, and yet someone
had pumped more bullets into him – to finish him off; which is all the proof
you need that the authorities had no intention of arresting him; their aim
was to kill him.
Unfortunately Shamshilli doesn’t back up his assertions with facts … and
baseless claims, or – worse – a misrepresentation of facts, are never going
to expose foul play. Job’s a good un.
Shamley again misrepresents the facts [this time contained in the autopsy
– a genuine report.] The autopsy states there was stippling only on Bill’s
head, also that there was one penetrating gunshot wound to the head. It
does not imply that there were multiple close-range shots at the body.
It states that Bill died from gunshot wounds to his torso, and that the
gunshot wound to his head is contributory.
Why did Shamley and Houghton go to the trouble of doing a broadcast
[which is no longer available] with an ‘expert’ who apparently explained
angles of bullets fired [which appear to be mere speculation at best and
plain bullshit at worst], when they could have simply scrutinized the official
report, and made the points I do? Because the points I make are facts,
which expose the official story as a LIE, which PROVES Bill was murdered
by the – freemasons – in the government. Are you seeing the modus
operandi?
Doyel Shamley never points out facts because that is the ‘out of the box’
stuff i.e. the stuff which will free us from the masonic matrix; instead he
makes unproven statements, he constantly contradicts himself, he outright

lies, he speculates, he misquotes, he bullshits, and he associates with
shills. In short, he is prostituting for the masonic powers … he is a NWO
shill … he is working for the very people he pretends to oppose … he is
working for the men who murdered Bill.
As for the paramedics who saved Marinez’s life, well Doyel Shamley lies
about them too. I quote: “And that’s probably the only reason that I didn’t
hear anything going on, because if all that stuff would have been blaring I
would have heard it. It was a decently weather night, so with the cloud
cover and not much wind at the point when I went to bed, the bedroom
window even was cracked slightly and being only about a mile away, I
would have heard sirens. And the neighbors also reported at the drive by
distance to get to his house that there was no lights or sirens whatsoever,
and I followed that up with interviews face to face with paramedics and they
had been briefed just prior to the Apache County going up there that not to
run any sirens, lights, they did not want to alert the public what they were
doing.” If that was true he would as sure as hell have got such testimonies
recorded. He can’t even name these people [he can’t risk being sued.]
Shamley did not speak to any neighbours or paramedics. He is a lying
lump of shit.
This is what the lying scumbag tells Santilli [who just accepts all his bullshit
of course]: “The report shows that in case of any fatalities the attackers had
even pre-arranged with the ambulance services that if they were to come
through town not to run sirens; that way people aren’t getting woken up.”
The ‘report’ does not show that. There is no evidence that any ambulance
driver drove without sirens on the way to Bill’s house just after his murder.
As for driving without lights, can you imagine someone trying to drive an
ambulance without being able to see where s/he is going, let alone trying to
make an emergency call! [Anyone trying that, I should imagine, would
have had great difficulty finding Bill’s house; and probably would have
crashed on route.]
This is what is stated in the murderers’ report:
“Commander Tafoya radioed for the staged medical personnel

(a Paramedic and an EMT),
a ground ambulance and the DPS Air Rescue helicopter stationed in Flagstaff,
Arizona.”

So, was the helicopter silent and without lights too?

The HOTT shills even contradict themselves on who would investigate any
[alleged] disturbances. Shamley says: “It was quite normal if something

seemed awry. It didn’t matter what hour it was, he would call me and I
would be instantly up there even when some guests were there that were
not what they had worked themselves up to be, they were scared to go
outside and check out things in the dark because the boogey man, so even
though there’s three other people, grown men there, he still would have to
call me, and I’d go look around and know everything was good, that it was
kids down there drinking beer and whatever. It was, you know, quite the
normal thing and it was like blueberry hill.” Narcissistic prick. Notice he
doesn’t identify any of these ‘guests’; I bet if he had named them they
would have quickly let it be known that Doyel Shamley is chatting shit.
According to Houghton, Bill did not call his mate Doyel Shamley whenever
something needed investigating; he’d do it himself: “Bill had in the past
gone up and asked groups of teenagers to get off the hill, so this is
something that had happened in the past which is probably the reason that
Bill didn’t give you a call before he headed out to investigate the ruckus.” I
wonder if Bill did try to call Doyel or anyone else before heading out; I
wonder if Annie [Bill’s wife] checked Bill’s telephone bill to see if he had
tried to call anyone. I wonder if she suspects Shamley is a rat.
Doyel Shamley even contradicts himself on the weather.
I quote: “Doyel: Yeah, except for the fact of probably one of the worst
monsoons ever.
Rob: Right. It was raining a lot at that time.
Doyel: And so it was incredibly dark outside.
Rob: Now, was it raining the night before as well?
Doyel: From what I recall, no. It started mid morning.
Rob: Ok.
Doyel: When it goes off here because of monsoons, massive lightning
shows.
Rob: So, you remember being woken up at 2:00 in the morning, you said,
I’m not sure if that got cut off on our tape. The monsoon hadn’t started yet,
it probably had started at 2:00 or 3:00 in the morning as you’re saying.”

So, did the heavy rains start mid-morning or 2:00 or 3:00 a.m? And if the
rains didn’t start until mid-morning, what woke Shamley up at 2:00 in the
morning? [The story is he didn’t know anything had happened until Frazier
told him at 6 a.m whereby he subsequently went to the ICC and then up to
Bill’s house.]
And: “At that point, because he opened fire, they opened fire and shot him
to death right there on the door, basically on the doorstep, he was…the
blood and everything was left there of course so I got to deal with all the
mess. He would not have done that job; there is no evidence that he did.
There was even hair still laying around and whatnot. It was probably 18
inches from the edge of the sidewalk, so you’re talking 3 more foot from the
front door.”
And: “Doyel: But, either way, if there was some time given to Marinez and
with the loss of blood based on what I had to clean up, and I had to identify
the body of course at the morgue and everything,
Doyel: Well, conveniently the county coroner is Dr. Scott Hamblin, who’s
the one who the whole assault charges surrounded. So, they didn’t call him
in because of conflict of interest so they had to call Navajo county’s corner
and wake him up, and get him over here. Well, we’re talking the next
county over. So, then in the middle of the night, he’s gotta get up, get
dressed, get what he thinks he might need and drive. So, there’s another
couple of hours leeway before he got there being dead on site, and then he
was left there throughout the entire day through some record monsoons for
that year out in the open. In the sense of the fact that he was left on site, I
did query with the law enforcement officers when I get though the barricade
and they told me that a gentleman up there said we’re not barbarians and
took his poncho out of his truck and covered up Bill. Yeah, that’s bullshit
too. Shamley has been told to say this kind of stuff to get people to focus
their anger and hatred at the regular workers in the police and other
government departments. Those people aren’t the enemy; the freemasons
are the enemy – especially the high wanking ones.
Doyel: Because he was just left out there in the open. And then it was left
at that, and then about, this is going from memory at this point now, Jewkes
Funeral Home, which is the only one we had at the time, they came up, I
would say it would be about 4:30 in the afternoon and picked up the body

because that’s who picks up the bodies and holds them to do autopsies,
which in our case is Tucson is the forensics lab.”
So, if the body was left out until 4:30 p.m those heavy rains [record
monsoons] whether they had started at 2:00 or 3:00 a.m or mid-morning
would surely have washed away the blood from Bill’s body – nothing for
Shamley to clean up.
And if the body was removed at 4:30 p.m wouldn’t Shamley have identified
it where it lay, rather than at the morgue? He says: “Nothing occurred and
then out of the blue here they come down, I say, about 3:00 in the
afternoon or so, and wanted to do this warrant. Now, at this point, this is the
first time I’d seen it and this is what included basically everything known to
man in that house. They took me to the house, room by room.” [Not that
he actually did identify the body of course.]
And where are his photos/video of the body??? If I was in Shamley’s
shoes I would be showing the world what those murderous bastards did to
my friend.
And who took him to the ICC? Was it Frazier? I quote: “Doyel: Yeah, we
had a massively long meeting.
Rob: Ok. I wasn’t aware that that all happened at that point. At some point
was it this gentleman that took you in to, I don’t know what you would call
it…
Doyel: The command centre, ICC.”
And: “Rob: we’re around about 7:00 o’clock in the morning following
Doyel’s conversation with the Eagar Police … It came on what exactly had
happened up on the hill that day and Doyel’s just been taken to the ICC
you said, Incident Command Centre or Incident Control Centre?
Doyel: Yeah, by now, ok, there’s probably an hour on the front porch with
the Sgt. Fraser and then, like you say, about sevenish, eightish, now we’d
be pushing a little after eight.”

Or was is Kirkham? I quote: “Officer Kirkham, who at the time was
Lieutenant Kirkham, he showed up in front of our property. Now, he came
up to the door … He took me out to the Incident Command Centre.”
And do the cointelpro turds provide any information on any law suits?
Course not:Houghton asks: “Now, were any of the shots that Bill fired, any of those
slugs recovered, because Bill allegedly shot one of the sheriff’s deputies
and apparently there was a law suit which we’ll talk about a little later.”
Everything’s later in shillyland. So where is the information on the law suit?
Presumably it’s the one referred to here
http://www.wmicentral.com/news/latest_news/deputy-sues-county-overshootingclaims-he-was-not-properly-equipped/article_8d60fd63-9e74-5e80b749-255d806356d0.html
In response to Shamley saying ‘they’ “admitted that it was a punch that
knocked him off” Houghton says: “Well, I mean that never surfaced at any
future law suits either. So how many law suits were there; and where is the
information on them? There was never anything else from, no complaints
from this particular gentleman, so to speak.”
And this is what Shamley says about Bill’s ex-wife Sally and his daughter
Jessica:
“Of course, Jessica and her [Sally] tried to pursue a law suit by threatening
us with scare tactics and I told them to “go piss up a crooked stick” and
then they went and got a lawyer and that didn’t work and they finally
realized they had nothing to stand on; they were not trustees, never had
been, were anything close to it.” So, publish the documentation from the
lawyer and re the law suit – prove you’re telling the truth.
Ok let’s look at what else is spewed on the Pete Sanshilli Show:Sanshilli says Shamshilli is “serving our nation behind the scenes on our
behalf; he is a true patriot … I know Doyel Shamley has done his due
diligence …” Nauseating. Shamshilli says HOTT have a staff of
researchers who research day and night. Yeah ok, show us this research.
Who are the researchers??? Where’s ya research into the Boston
Marathon Bombings??? Where’s ya research into COINTELPRO
agents??? He says he has to show youngsters how to research. Yeah
right. Tell us who your students are Mr Phoneyman. The twat says:

“Believe it or not the world is not on the internet.” Funny how all the shills
are! And: “Freedom isn’t easy; and it’s not free.” Well it’d be a lot easier if
the likes of traitorous CointelPro monkeys like Shamshili and Sanshilli
weren’t infecting the internet. Notice the bullshitters talking about the
constitution and freedom. We’re not free because freemasonry and other
secret societies rule just about everything worldwide; including these two
smug idiots. Shamley is telling you to go to all sorts of hearings – Town
Hall, County – all of which are masonic controlled – but he won’t tell you
that. He criticizes the liars in congress … He works for the same masonic
master as those liars. Pete Sanshilli skits at all the cowards who are
fighting for freedom anonymously. Sanshilli is a bigger coward cos he
seeks protection and rewards from the masonic puppet master i.e. the
people who are enslaving us. Listen to the scoundrel Shamshilli criticizing
the public for accepting their enslavement; saying [with Sanshilli in
agreement]: “Boston was a dry run; a perfect dry run, if you want a
litmus test of the American people … as the police forces moved down
the streets … people staying in their houses and quivering.” Um isn’t
Doyel Shamley a researcher? Doesn’t he have a team of researchers?
Why hasn’t he/they researched the BB psy-op, and exposed the truth???
Sanshilli asks Shamshilli “If we can muster up that 3-5% [of real freedom
fighters] of heroes to save us.” Ha ha, Sanshilli’s pretending he’s in that
tiny percentage.
Listen to Pete Santilli crediting fellow filthy shill Colonel Roy Potter referring to him as a ‘patriot’ who is doing so much to ‘defend the
constitution’. Oh Jesus, Bill would be turning in his grave [see
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/THE-BOSTONBOMBING-PSY-OP-%E2%80%93-a-closer-look-at-the-work-of-theCOINTELPRO.pdf for more on Potter and Sanshilli.] Shamley says: “Just
write off the anonymous writers and the bullshit artists.” That would include
himself and his pal Pete the Prat; actually no, don’t ‘write them off’, bring
the fuckers to justice. The prick Doyel Shamley proudly announces that
he’s “in contact with the sheriffs all over the country …” Yeah, his friends,
the people who are under the control of the very same masonic power as
him! Shamley says the people are lazy; “they’re spreading rumours,
they’re not getting any solution-oriented things going.” Shillyshamley is
behind rumours regarding the death of his own ‘best mate’ Bill. He says:
“The bulk of that stuff is started by agents provocateurs.” ALL of that stuff
is spread by shills – scumbags like him. The wanker says: “Don’t press
that forward button [on an email] cos you’re only helping the enemy.” And

it won’t be long before everyone knows how much Shamley and his stupid
mate Pete Santilli are helping the enemy. Ha ha. Wankers. Pete Sanshilli
says: “They have mastered the art of disinformation; they send you off in so
many different directions that you pretty much give up.” Hypocrite. Pete
Santilli knows all about the art of disinfo; he’s full of it.
As for the ‘false flag’ attacks which they discuss, why don’t they do the
research on those attacks, and PROVE they are false flags? Shills
aren’t allowed to do that, of course; they’re only allowed to research stuff
the masons approve of. They’re not allowed to research their masonic
paymasters or their co-horts! Doyel Shamley says that in the last few
months of Bill’s life they were doing lots of research, and getting as much
info out as possible, because “we are running out of time.” Bill was the only
one getting the real research out; the men in power were in a race against
time to prevent that; Bill was a marked man. Shamley says: “Depending on
what kind of agency you’re dealing with; they’re basically the same thing.”
Notice he doesn’t tell you that that is because freemasonry controls all
agencies. He says the surveillance [on Bill and his team] increased
enormously in the months before 9/11. If Doyel Shamley was genuine i.e.
if he was doing what Bill was doing, he would have been just as much a
threat to the masonic powers as Bill, and he would have been taken care of
too.
This is what the superprick Doyel Shamley tells the listeners: “On the
[HOTT] website is ‘Behold a Pale Horse’, ‘Oklahoma City’ - the original as
published - is on there; there are some hacks out there who have distorted
some of the publications, like they’re fond of doing to the audios [that’s total
bullshit, of course]; the toxicology report and the autopsy is there – I don’t
know how to make it any simpler. Somebody please punch this tool.
These people are pitiful. He’s pitiful. As for you and your request, yeah
we’ll talk about it one more time.” Ha ha, it isn’t at Santilli’s request; that’s
pretence; these two lowlife masonic sellouts do what the freemasons tell
them. Pete the prick Santilli constantly addresses his mate Doyel as “sir”
[“yes sir” bollocks.] Sir? What? Jesus wept and fuckin wept.
Samley talks about Texe Marrs [another low down loathsome lying lump of
cointelpro turd] saying Texe Marrs published “total horse shit about Bill’s
murder.” Texe Marrs, just like all shills, publishes only what the masonic
master instructs. Look at shilly Shamley on his moral high horse – he
works for the same masonic puppet master as Marrs. He also says:

“Everyone was making up stories about Bill’s death to get famous off his
death.” Shamley wants you to believe it was for fame; he won’t tell you
what they’re really doing; and who they work for – the same people who he
works for; the bastards who murdered Bill. He says: “Anthony Hilder [yet
another lying cowardly masonic pawn] went straight to Con con [apt name!]
the ‘conspiracy convention’, and we’re regular invitees [course you are, you
twat; all shills are welcome there]; he went straight there after the funeral.
Bill would have been furious at all the filthy shills [all of whom wanted Bill
dead] turning up at his funeral. It is disgusting how low they will stoop to
twist stories and put out fallacies and glamorization to promote their
careers on the death of someone.” These people he pretends to denounce
all serve the same masonic puppeteer as him! Doesn’t it make you sick
that Doyel Shamley, Pete Santilli, Robert Houghton, Farren Shoaf and all
the other numerous evil enemy agents [and there are a colossal number of
them] are ‘furthering their careers’ lying and deceiving and furthering your
enslavement in the masonic NWO hell; they’re worse than mainstream
reporters; and that’s saying something!
Puke faced Pete Santilli says: “We have honoured Bill Cooper on a daily
basis.” There isn’t even the pretence of that! In any case didn’t Sanshilli
say he only knew of Bill Cooper “Oct or Nov of last year” i.e Oct or Nov of
2012? He repeatedly says: “As Bill said, do the research yourself; don’t
trust anyone.” Santilli, Shamley and all the other despicable disinfo agents
– hiding behind masonic protection – make me sick when they repeat what
Bill always said. Bill was genuine; they’re not. They repeat his words
smug in the knowledge that people are put off being real ‘armchair sleuths’
purely because the likes of these shilly bastards are doing such a good job
muddying the waters, and preventing a mass awakening. Listen up Pete
Santilli and all you other scumbags – Shamley, Shoaf, Houghton … all of
you fools who have sold your souls to Satan, don’t worry about us doing
the research; we’ll do the real research … and we’ll expose all of you filthy
lying scheming masonic puppets – all you utter scum who do the dirty work
of the men who murdered the one man who put all of you pathetic cowards
to shame.
Listen to the Santilli ass-hole saying: “Their [law-enforcement] presence
could have ultimately saved your life” followed by the narcissistic egotistical
wanker Doyel Shamley saying: “Yeah I’m confident ultimately, cos the
place was swarmed upon; schools were shut down upon outside advice …”
These two are really getting carried away with the script, aren’t they! This

is just more proof [if it were needed] that both these baboons are chain
yankers – police do not protect genuine freedom fighters; obviously. If the
men in power intend to silence you once and for all, nothing will stop them.
Shamley says there was a horrible monsoon – “It brought evil to the town
that day.” Shamley is evil personified. I’m surprised Bill never saw through
his mate Doyel; perhaps he did eventually; maybe he was about to expose
him too. He says he “didn’t fancy a shootout with 10,000 militia members.”
Ha ha, Shilly Sham has never been part of a militia; he operates under the
protection of the masonic mafia.
Shamley talks about “Bill’s supposed friends” [warra hypocrite] saying:
“One particular friend that Bill spoke of on the air; he had allowed and gave
information for his phone to be tapped for that last year of Bill’s life, and
then would call Bill every day – that way Bill was not suspicious of a daily
phone call from someone he thought was a friend – Dave Mann; that way
they were recording all the phone conversations; all this came out
afterwards.” This is what is stated in the ‘report’:
“Commander Womack said retired DPS Highway Patrolman Dave Mann was good friends with
Cooper and visited him often. According to Commander Womack, Mann reported the
threats to kill officers to the local police departments. Commander Womack said Mann
told him that he had an agreement with Cooper to take Coopers family out of the house
if he was ever barricaded inside because Cooper was going to fight to his death.
Commander Womack said the local police became involved with Cooper once he started

This doesn’t ring true. There is nothing at all to
back up Shamley’s claim; as for the allegation that Dave Mann reported
Bill’s threats to kill officers to the police, why would he do that when Bill
himself had made that public! There is no evidence that Dave Mann turned
coat; all we have is the say-so of proven liars. Course no-one needed to
tap Bill’s phone, the masonic controlled police had masonic controlled SPY
Doyel Shamley to give them all the information they needed.
assaulting people with guns.”

Notice how the masons are ramming home the message that Bill was this
trigger happy mad man.
Now listen from 1h 30 mins. Doyel Shamley says: “Officer Goldsmith who
its thought [notice the terminology – nothing’s ever factual in shillyland]
fired the fatal wound, not the point blank one, he was the one most in line
to hit officer Marinez. About a month after the incident officer Goldsmith
went to his leadership and said “we need some internal investigation, I’ve
got a lot of trepidations about that day”, [where is the evidence that
Goldsmith asked for an internal investigation?] and they said “oh it’s just

PTSD, take another day off”, and he pushed the issue again – we need to
have a large scale outside agency complete audit of what happened that
night [where is the evidence that Goldsmith asked for a ‘large scale outside
agency audit’?]; he himself kinda knew he might have shot the other
officer and I think his morals were finally kicking in. The masons want you
to believe that. Goldsmith was part of a motorcycle cavalcade, an unknown
hit and rrr, an unknown suspect [Shamley changes his mind there] that was
never solved came out and ran over him.” There is no evidence that
Goldsmith’s death is suspicious. There is nothing to disprove the
statement that he simply “lost control of his motorcycle when it struck a gravel
shoulder of Highway 264.” http://www.odmp.org/officer/17571-commanderjoseph-allen-goldsmith Of course good little shilly Santilli goes along with

the ‘suspicious death’ propaganda, saying: “Wow the one who was
demanding the enquiry into the incident he was involved in.” Shamley
continues: “It traumatized his wife and she tried to approach me about a
month after his death; she wanted to talk to me bad and in tears; she
somehow dug up my number through the police I assume [the wanker is
pretending to be in opposition to the police; he answers to the same
masonic power as them] and called the home. Course he didn’t think to
record that conversation, did he! There is no evidence Goldsmith’s wife
called him. This is more of the same shiny bullshit from Doyel Fullofshit
Shamley. I’m like woah this is crazy, so I called a deputy [who shall be
anonymous] to go with me to watch my back. Fukkin narcissistic prick.
When I called her back and said “we’re gonna meet in this very visible
parking lot”; I didn’t know if it was another set up, [this lying shit has never
been set up] she suddenly changed her view; something or somebody got
to her in such a short space of time and she said “I can’t meet you, I can’t
talk about it”. When I was doing follow up research [LOL] for the people
who made the documentary on Bill [yeah Doyel’s shilly mates] I was at the
library in Phoenix and the desk clerk was helping me and I said “I need
anything that even mentions Bill Cooper”, and he’s pulling up the records
[what records?] and he goes “oh dude this is on the notification list”; and
we’d done a broadcast on how libraries are part of the snitch system, if you
check out certain books they’re supposed to report to the fed who you are,
[yeah, I’d like him to show the evidence for that! Libraries block certain
websites but they don’t report people to the government; the masons are
well aware of who their enemies are; they don’t need librarians to tell them]
and it really was accelerated after 9/11, that program. He says “I’m
supposed to alert the authorities that someone’s digging out info on Bill
Cooper, so I’m gonna print out the microfilm and you need to get the hell

outta here”. Yeah, as if! So I legged it though a crack neighbourhood I
don’t know and then hollered a cab …” Course you did Doyel; we believe
you. Twat. Santilli, the good little masonic puppet eggs him on: “You’ve
obviously had concerns for your own life …” to which Shamshilli replies:
“Yeah they’re still trying to ‘get me’. Ha ha, dream on. No-one’s trying to
‘get’ a cowardly masonic sell out. In 2011 it got really bad in the sense I
was doing some workshops I was hit with the heightened security list at
Phoenix airport – they shut the whole security checkpoint cos of me. FFS
shut the fuck up Doyel, ya lying shit. At a driving check point I got hit … at
a TSA homeland security checkpoint I went through 3 hours of
interrogation. Liar; no he didn’t. And I wouldn’t break and they got pissed
off and let me go.” Bwa ha ha ha ha …
Pal Pete continues to play the game, saying: “Wow, so these federal goons
[fukkin great pretender – these ‘federal goons’ work for the same masonic
boss as him] are trying to circumvent what you’re trying to do – to get out
there and educate the public … Fukkin fakes, the pair of them. So you’re
teaching Sheriff departments and city councils, and how they can reclaim
their land that is being managed by the federal government, and you’re
teaching that to jurisdictions across the country, correct?” Sheriff depts
councils, government … all controlled by the same masonic puppeteer that
controls Sanshilli. Listen from 1h 38 mins to learn about all the useful
seminars etc shilly Sham is doing … He also talks about ‘CAJI’ which was
once a genuine organization – when it was under Bill’s watch [although I
daresay it had its moles then], not so now that it is under the guardianship
of devious despicable shills; although I should add that there may still be
some genuine people there – helping with admin etc, if so they will not be
aware that there are now working for enemy agents. This is what
Shamshilli says: “CAJI is still fully functional with many of the original
founding members. We occasionally allow new members in through the
normal processes; [that means masonic vetting] we have new people
applying right now … we have research arms worldwide – I get reports
from Africa, multiple countries in Europe, north and south America … Sure
you do wanker – any ‘reports’ you get are from your fellow masonic friends.
We need quality researchers, not dead weight for the sake of numbers.”
That is just another lie. Shamley and his shilly pals absolutely DO NOT
want researchers, especially quality ones. They don’t want people
exposing them! It is very evident that the people Bill thought were
genuine researchers were/are NWO shills. More on that coming up.

The good little shill Santilli says he wants the listeners to know that all the
research that has been done into the assassination is well documented.
He says: “Shame on all of us for not having done all that research, cos
we’re all very interested in what you’re talking about; we want to know the
facts; but the facts are already there before us.” Lying sack of shit. NO
investigations have been done. Folks, this is a masonic message to all of
you genuine Bill Cooper supporters not to do any investigating of your own,
cos it’s all been done – by Bill’s ‘right hand man’ … and the conclusion is
murder by the State cannot be proven. Sanshilli continues “If you don’t
mind me saying, you said everyone needs to get off their arse and do their
own research. Yeah carry on playing your masonic games, dickhead;
what’s the masonic reward??? The main message we need to convey to
everyone is you do the research yourself and you will believe what you
have before you.” Ha ha, not true arsehole. Any genuine independent
researcher – who has some knowledge of how freemasonry works – would
soon figure out what is really going on. His friend – fellow fake as fuck
masonic sellout Doyel Shamley is there engaging in orgasmic agreement.
Listen to the pair of them being polite about Shamley forgetting Sanshilli’s
cohort’s name. They make me wanna puke. The assistant – Susanna
Cole – needs to know she is working for a dirty lying enemy agent. Lying
little worm Doyel Shamley tries to shut the cynics up by saying: “What do
you mean you didn’t hear it? We’ve given you the time frames …” No,
you’ve given us the masonic script.
Sanshilli talks such bollocks saying: “we are in an undeclared state of
martial law” and: “We need to restore our republic in 3 to 4 years or it will
be unhealable.” No-one can put a time on what will happen in the future,
because no-one knows what is going to happen. Only GOD knows that.
Shamlily plays along: “We see this experimentation; we’re like lab rats, like
the Boston marathon bombing – they’re practicing implementing full blown
martial law – isn’t that a practice session – the Boston bombing?” That is
what the scumbags in power want; that is what scumbags like Doyel
Shamley and Pete Santilli are facilitating. If that was not true, they would
have done the research into the BB [course they don’t have to now - they
can just give my work the thumbs up … but will they? Ha ha, hell will
freeze over first.]
Towards the end of the Santilli ‘interview’ we hear Shamley saying he
carries the constitution in his pocket. Carry on pretending asshole. And we

hear Santilli saying: “God gave us inalienable rights”. God does not know
you Santilli; nor you Shamlily; he does not know wicked people.
“I do not sit with the deceitful, nor do I associate with hypocrites.” Psalm
26:4.
“After the master of the house gets up and shuts the door, you will stand
outside knocking and saying, 'Lord, open the door for us’. But he will
reply, 'I do not know where you are from’.” Luke 13:25
"The Lord knows those who are His, and let everyone who calls on the
name of the Lord turn away from iniquity." 2 timothy 2:1
“For the LORD knows the way of the righteous: but the way of the
ungodly will perish.” Psalm 1:6
“Many will say to me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in
your name …?’ Then I will tell them plainly, ‘I never knew you. Away
from me, you evildoers’.” Matthew 7:22-23
Ok, lets see what other BS came out of the Houghton ‘interview’:Prepare to be nauseated when you read the following:
“Rob: Well, I think people will understand, Doyel, that, well basically since
this one hour and ten minutes that we’ve been into here, if you can
imagine, ladies and gentlemen, waking up and expecting to go to work in
the morning and then in this amount of time finding out that your best friend
has been shot dead in cold blood and now all of a sudden you’re
surrounded by a bunch of these people who shot your friend, not
necessarily these particular individuals, this organization that has shot your
friend, these are not friendlies, these are people that have to be dealt with
very carefully and I can imagine that there would have been some colorful
language expressed to them in the heat of the moment, like this has all
happened within a couple of hours and…
Doyel: Well, I told them…
Rob: I don’t think you need to ask for forgiveness for that, Doyel.”

Here’s some more shill shite:
“… and we got out of the vehicle, and of course everybody in the world is
looking around and ducking and this and that because they think, you
know, military, even though they’re a bunch of cowards, and they approach
Lieutenant Kirkham, ask him who I was and I’m only like four foot behind
him, so I don’t know why the rude people just didn’t ask me.
There is no justification for calling these people ‘not friendlies’ or ‘cowards’.
Regular workers in the police, armed forces, sheriff’s dept etc etc are far
from cowardly and they’re not unfriendly; they are simply unaware of what
is going on in the upper higher echelons of their organization, and who is
really in power. As for people being ‘rude’, there is no evidence for that
either [although when people read this pdf I hope they will be more than
rude to both these fake fukkers!]
Doyel: No, I just told them how the county something in the real world. I
corrected them on their slack job, manner of wearing their uniforms, what
they call their uniforms, but which are military and that some of us actually
had to earn ours [yeah, I wonder what the real reason was for him leaving
the army. This loser has such delusions of grandeur; it’s a typical shill
characteristic; and it’s because of their over-inflated egos that their –
numerous – lies are exposed. Idiots] and I corrected them on their styles
and etiquette and their professionalism. I just did it in terms that are more
military terms and with a lot of f’s in it and this and that. So, at that point, I
realized that these guys were a bunch of boneheads obviously and I need
to get out of there. This is all pretence; the lying fucktard didn’t really call
anyone any names. So, I told Kirkham I said, “Well, I want a ride home”,
and so he brought me home, and I kinda just camped out here [er, what
happened to the – no-named – officer who he told Santilli was assigned to
him to protect him?] and then of course, the onslaught of the people came
by, the press trying to get through and down the street, interview and
helicopters overhead from the news media. We’re talking ABC, NBC, CBS
out of Phoenix… The big ones, Channel 3, 5, and 10. They had
helicopters, everything that they had secured that morning and flew up
here. I just really didn’t have much use for any of them and I knew that
whatever I said they were going to twist around [ha ha, look at the twat
pretending to be in opposition to the press; he is in league with them; he
and they work for the same masonic paymaster, although NWO operatives
like him are worse than mainstream journos] so, I just didn’t speak to any of
them whatsoever, and camped out at my house, filmed what footage I

could get from my angle. So where is this wonderful footage? I had the
VCR going at that point. Well he wasn’t recording the news so that he
could name and shame lying reporters with the proof of their bullshit and
lies, was he!
Doyel: Yeah, I have a bunch of the news clips and then of course the
footage that I filmed that shows you the volume of agent cars going up and
down, up and down the hill and barricades and everything. I filmed that plus
at the same time I had the VCR going at that point. Bear in mind this
‘interview’ was done in March 2005 i.e. more than three years after Bill’s
death. He should be exposing the reporters by now, not referencing them.
But that is not what shills do, they don’t attack their own side. This pair of
prats even pretend that you get information from ‘news’ stations:Rob: So, the videotape that you have, Doyel, you’re saying has the,
basically all the broadcasts on local news stations that we could get with
information [information? Oh God, give me strength!] about Bill from that
day, plus some footage locally from your font yard showing cars driving up
and down Bill’s hill like we said before, it is a line of sight from your front
door or so.
Doyel: Yeah, and I’ve been chastised for not getting all the news reports,
[lying wanker] but I would tell those people, “Well, where were you, I was
kinda busy. I didn’t have time to sit there and flip through the channels and
hit record, so I turned on the three major ones and hit ‘record’ and left
it at that.” Why??? And I caught what they were showing about nine or
ten in the morning, and it was just so absurd, it was incredible. Come about
11:00 that morning, I guess, 11:30, I had found out through information
that, sources, that by Arizona law within ten days the reports have to be on
file, but it’s supposed to be done as quick as possible. So, I went down and
put in a request for the report, even though they didn’t have a report
number yet, I just said all reports to deal with Bill Cooper and signed for
them and paid. This twat just oozes shit; doesn’t he. Then I found out that
Sheriff Hounshell magically made it back from vacation and he just stunk of
horse crap. The stench of shit coming from you Shamley is a lot stronger.
I mean he’s shit that walks and breathes, that’s all he is. And that’s how he
looks too. You’re describing yourself Shamley, you numpty. He showed
back up miraculously for the news conference because he likes to grab the
camera. And this was to be held about noon at that Incident Command
Centre, and that was where the three big networks that were already up

working in the area were all going to be there. So, I had an escort take me
out there, not a police but a friend, so that there’d be witnesses and I tried
to get in there, and they denied me access saying it was not open to
civilians. So that lead to a, of course, altercation, and I took off. Course
that drama wasn’t recorded by his no-named friend either, was it! Fukkin
great pretender. Obviously they wouldn’t let me in to the press conference
[cos they feared the truth emerging. I’m really splitting my sides now] and
here is where they really started their lies, [your lies are more dangerous]
that they had this dangerous villain, this right-wing talk show host, etc. that
had massive stockpiles of food and ammunition and bombs and stuff. They
had to raid him for the safety of the public and this and that and…
Press conferences are for the press, so – quite rightly – anyone who does
not work for the press would not be allowed in. Why would anyone else
want to be there anyway? Genuine protesters would not try to storm a
press conference as they’d just be removed. Any so-called disruption at a
press conference is staged i.e. done by NWO shills. Remember nothing
gets into the news without the masons knowing about it.
Rob: Calling him a convicted felon at some points…
Doyel: Huh?
Rob: Calling him a convicted felon at some points, which is completely,
utterly untrue.
Doyel: Yes. And so that took place, but of course I have to see it on TV and
I’m back at home and they continued their drive bys and harassments, stuff
around the house, [no-one harassed you then, nor does anyone harass you
now, you fukkin loser] I constantly, though mind you, like every half hour,
probably a lot closer than that, probably every 5 minutes, so I imagine they
were getting quite annoyed. You know, I’m sitting there chewing my nails in
my front yard, I’m zooming up there to the barricade asking them what’s the
progress, what’s the progress and the guys put on the front was one quasi
experienced officer from Springerville … All lies; none of that happened.
Rob: These are the same gentlemen that you brought coffee to at some
point in the day.
Doyel: Yeah, because the rain was horrendous and it was cold and they
were stuck out there and I came up, you know, I had a cup myself but I had

my thermos and I figured well hey you want a cup of coffee, I can afford it,
and gave them a cup of coffee and they were mind boggled that I would do
that. And there is not even one photo of Shamley sharing his coffee with
these cops! And that’s actually when they asked me if they were gonna die
that day. He’s so full of shit, isn’t he.
Rob: The news media was playing up the fact that there was expected to
be a huge influx of people to come in with, you know fully armed militia to
just go against the government for whatever reason they could and this
was a good enough reason, so all cops fear for your lives, and they were
whipped into this kind of frenzy and that’s at the point at which you calmed
their nerves, I take it.” Puke bucket please.
Shamley spouts more bullshit:
“Doyel: He [Officer Crowe] came to the home, I let him in because I knew
who he was and he was telling me “Well, here’s how we want to proceed.”
And I said “Well, I don’t give a dang and you need to follow the rules,” And
at that point I presented him with some simple examples from right here in
the area that the search warrant taking basically everything out of the home
was not really going to fly being that this guy up the street had done this,
and this guy across town had done this, you know, etc. etc., I had about six
different things and the same thing had not happened to them. So he ran
out and talked to the leadership, and I guess they realized they were
cornered. So they came back down and said, “Well, we’ll do what’s
standard protocol.””
And notice how casual he is about going to the house:
“Nothing occurred and then out of the blue here they come down, like I say,
about 3:00 in the afternoon or so, and wanted to do this warrant” and yet
earlier on he’d said: “I saw the immediate need to secure this and that ... I
had to assert the something [huh?] responsibility for the trusteeship, and
that meant protecting the property for the beneficiaries which were Pooh
and Allison.” And notice he doesn’t even know how Allyson’s name is spelt
– that’s how much Doyel Shamley cares about Bill’s daughters.
The dutiful shit spouters continue to act their part in the masonic charade:
“Doyel: I think at that point they realized that they got themselves in a
corner because what had happened was the Apache County Sheriff
packed up and took off and then they had the search warrant that was in
their possession to allegedly pursue this arrest warrant that evening before.

They just handed it to Eagar Police and said, “Here, deal with it.” And then
the deputy took off, so, Eagar Police were stuck with it, who wasn’t even
involved with it in the first place.
Rob: They weren’t really interested in exactly pursuing that. It seems like
this point that it was like fait accompli like they’d, Apache County Sheriffs
Department had finished the task that they had set out to do and at that
point didn’t give a rat’s butt what happened.
Doyel: No, they were not worried about paper work at that point. They got
done what they wanted to get done and then it was dump the paper work
on the locals.”
Narcissist Shamley says: “ … of course there were looky loos like crazy.
Supposed militia, supposed patriots, they were all goof balls and fakes,
coming up to look at the blood. Some people asked even to get pictures of
it, things like that and basically if I needed them all I did was get on the
phone and in a heartbeat they were there, and ran them off. They never
arrested nobody, just ran them off because there were too many people
poking around the place and managed to keep it secure.” Course Shamley
didn’t film that spectacle either; did he. There would have been a police
cordon; no ‘goof balls and fakes’ would have got anywhere near Bill’s
house.
And: “I called my dad, told him what happened just so he’d know, in case
something happened, I wanted my dad to know that this was what really
happened, and not what they say.” Ha ha, its high time your dad knew that
nothing is ever going to happen to you since you are nothing but a yellowbellied masonic stooge. Its time he knew that you aided and abetted Bill’s
murder.
Shamley also wants you to believe:
“At that point, the DPS, which is the Department of Public Safety, or the
Highway Patrol if you will, found out that the large contingency of the
[masonic controlled] National Alliance which is your aligned with the
[masonic controlled] Aryan Brotherhood and everything, they have always
had a problem with us, so they decided, because they have a large
contingency up here, that they were going to en masse cause a big armed
ruckus at the funeral. So the law enforcement called me on down, talked to
me about it, warned me and said, “What do you want us to do?” And I said,

“Well, basically you blockade the hill and don’t allow anybody up there at
all.” And they did so.” Yeah, more lies. The people who have [or rather
had] a problem with BILL COOPER [not “us”] are the men in their secret
societies – the men who are behind the ‘white supremacy’ movement, the
same men who are behind Bill’s murder.
No-one had any intention of turning up at Bill’s funeral and causing any
problems. So, the idea that [as Houghton says] “masonic controlled law
enforcement was prepared for some sort of confrontation … there were
masonic controlled snipers outside of the church” is nonsense. [And if they
were there it was an act.] So too the claim that “most of the churches
turned us down”.
Houghton wants you to know that “I can understand the fact that it was
expensive to get down to Eagar. I remember I was actually on a business
trip to Toronto, or I was supposed to be heading to a business trip in
Toronto and when I heard the details of the date of the funeral and
everything announced on WBCQ [I wonder why Houghton had to get that
info from the media when his pal and fellow HOTT colleague Shamley was
[according to Shamley] organizing the funeral!] I had tried to rearrange my
schedule to go down to Eagar and it was going to cost me, I believe it was
either $3200 or $3600 Canadian for that last minute flight down to Eagar.
Bill would have been rolling over in his grave at all these traitors turning up
at his funeral. So, I can understand because he wasn’t a relative of mine
the airlines don’t give you the same benefit as if you’re going to the funeral
of your father, or something like that, they give you some sort of
compassion rate.”
Of course, Shamley wants you to believe that Bill’s ex-wife Sally and
daughter Jessica were behaving abominably:
“Rob: There’s just one other thing I’d like to bring up, Doyel, and that was, I
understand Bill’s ex-wife, I believe her name is Sally. Now in 2001 I guess
they would have been divorced for approximately 20 years or something
like that, a lot of the listeners from the Hour of the Time may recognize the
name Jessica, she was on some of the chat groups and had come to visit
Bill in Eagar after he’d moved to Eagar and they’d sort of caught up after a
decade of so of not being in touch. I understand they contacted you, I
guess they were contacted by the authorities and they got some
information from the WilliamCooper.com website at the time, could you just
give a bit, maybe a synopsis of what happened with Sally and Jessica?

Doyel: Well, yeah, basically they had found out from the federal Marshall
what had happened, plus the website and Sally immediately started calling,
1:00 in the morning, 2:00 in the morning, things like that, calling the funeral
home directly trying to cancel the arrangements because it didn’t fit her
schedule–we’re talking a lady who hasn’t been around for 20 years. Maybe
Jessica had more right over the funeral arrangements than Shamley.
Wonder where Bill’s wife Annie is in all this.
And she wants to change everybody’s natural plans to come here for her,
and it culminated the day of the funeral with them showing up in a rental
pickup and me really lost as to why and I said, “Why did you rent that little
pickup because you’re griping about being cramped up. Why didn’t you get
a car?” “Oh, we came to get what’s ours.” And she tried to assert that she
was a trustee, which was completely bizarre. The lawyers threw it out in a
heart beat as well as the ones that even she hired dumped it; [so show us
the documentation; prove what you say is true] didn’t even want the case
because it was so dumb and stole the guest sign-in book at the funeral
which I had saved for the daughters, Pooh and Allison. And took that and
Pastor Jerry got that back for me and Jerry of the mortuary service. During
the services, that came up missing and they secured that. They tried to
take the flag during the interment at the gravesite from his casket. And after
such ludicrous behavior, they came in to the food part afterwards and threw
a tantrum and said, “You haven’t seen the last of us and we’re going to sue
you, etc.” and they stormed out of there and these are coming from the
people that have never been here, as far as her and…
Rob: Sally.
Doyel: Haven’t been married to Bill for 20 years and have not offered a
single penny of help throughout the circumstance whether it be funeral,
food or whatever. They were quite the nightmare.” I’m sure if Sally and
Jessica had behaved so appallingly Doyel Shamley would have got that
filmed!
The ‘interview’ [masonic charade] ends with Houghton saying: “ … perhaps
I guess on a future program we can get into some of the lawsuits and
things.” No, we can’t stomach any more of your bullshit, just publish the
documentation.

Here are some videos of these two treacherous rodents – Houghton and
Shamley http://www.awakeningblog.com/william-cooper-and-his-death.html
Bill would be incandescent with rage if he could hear them and their fake
eulogizes.
This is what the despicable pair publish on HOTT:
“Links are supplied that researchers have access to more information. Hour
of the Time does not necessarily endorse, approve, or disapprove of any
site linked from these pages. This is the age of deception. We are engaged
in an information war. Links will take you to many other websites containing
varying degrees of personal belief, religious dogma, truth, lies,
misinformation, and disinformation. We urge you to practice due diligence
in your quest for truth.” http://www.hourofthetime.com/billrelatedlinks.html
LOFL. Genuine freedom-fighters don’t link to blogs which are run by
masonic-controlled NWO gatekeepers, they do proper research, and
expose NWO shills; just like Bill did.
These jokers don’t even expose the great oracle of bullshit, cointelpro
kingpin, scum disinfo-merchant extraordinaire Alex Jones for what he is.
Listen to what the nauseating masonic kiss ass Farren Shoaf says: “I have
always wondered what was at the core of the dispute between Alex Jones
and Bill Cooper?” Just the fact he asks that tells you what side of the
fence Shoaf is on; and it absolutely is NOT freedom. There was no
dispute, Jones is clearly a treacherous lying piece of cointelpro scum, and
Bill was exposing him as such. Simple as that. Course ShitShamley also
plays down his role saying: “It started because of Alex’s – how do I put this
nicely – I guess showmanship … Alex constantly nit-picked back … it was
an odd battle.” Yeah don’t worry folks, Alex Jones is harmless, he’s not a
devious and dangerous enemy agent, working diligently to ensure your
complete enslavement in the masonic prison. You can listen to the rest of
that shill shite yourself; if you can stomach Fullofshit Shamley talking about
morals and ethics and truth …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hB95AzUAX4 [listen from 11 mins.]
Have a read of the disgusting disinformation and lies printed about Bill by
the masons who write the ‘cult education’ and the ‘Tucson Citizen’. I
copy/paste/comment on some of it:-

https://www.culteducation.com/group/1051-militias-or-private-armies-andextremist-groups/13510-officers-kill-militia-voice.html

“Officers Kill Militia Voice
Deputy Shot
The Arizona Republic/November 7, 2001
By Mark Shaffer
Glenn Jacobs, a Round Valley newspaper publisher [a spineless, lying,
scumbag masonic propagandist] and friend [Bill couldn’t stand the lying
cowardly masonic puppet Glenn Jacobs; for good reason] of Cooper, said he
didn't think the police operation was unjustified. Course he’d say that, the
dirty sewer rat Glenn Jacobs wanted Bill dead.
"I think Bill just went nuts. Not true. He was looking for martyrdom [Not
true; Bill did not want to die; he wanted the truth out, and he wanted the
likes of Glenn Jacobs brought to book for their scandalous betrayal of true
patriots] anyway and swore he would never surrender," Jacobs said. "They had
him dead to rights on the aggravated assault." Evidence?
Jacobs also said that if the sheriff's deputies had allowed Cooper to enter his
house, "they would have had a bloodbath on their hands." There was a
bloodbath – Bill lay dying in it.
James Nichols, brother of Oklahoma bombing co-defendant Terry Nichols, said
during a 1996 court proceeding that McVeigh had been a regular listener of
Cooper's programs in the months leading up to the Murrah bombing.”
Notice how the masons always try and connect Bill with the Oklahoma
bombing. This is what Bill has to say about that:“Even the FBI made a public announcement in 1995 saying that there was
absolutely no connection whatsoever between Timothy McVeigh, the
militias or American patriots. Yet the scum sucking puke-faced lying, dog,
communist news networks continue to try to make that connection. I heard
from various friends [fake ‘friends’ i.e. traitorous masonic NWO
operatives] that I was the subject of one of these blatant lying libelous
totally false attacks by Fox News out of Channel 10 and Phoenix. I’ve

continually warned people not to talk to any press because they’re liars;
they will lie to you … One of the bottomless pits in this valley that has
been a constant pain in my arse is Glenn Jacobs who I understand
was a major part of this hatchet job. Another one is someone who I’ve
warned many many times not to talk to these people. Well he believed the
Arizona Repulsive [he pretended to believe the Arizona Republic] and he
talked to Mark Shafer; and Mark Shafer took everything he said out of
context and made him look like a total fool and used his words to make me
look like some kind of subversive idiot; and he apologized sincerely [he
feigned apology] … but then they set some TV cameras up here in the last
couple of weeks and he did it again. Well Nolan Nudal? is no longer a
friend of mine; I can’t have stupid people around me. He fell for it again;
they promised him that he would have total approval of the script of the
news broadcast; can you imagine that he actually fell for that crap. Well,
he didn’t fall for anything; he too was a traitorous scum masonic NWO tool.
Unbeknown to him, Bill was surrounded by a bunch of pretenders. These
‘patriots’ were not ‘stupid’; far from it; these people were never Bill’s friends,
they were spineless, nefarious, vile, deceitful, back-stabbing masonic
whores. How many others of you out there allowed yourselves to be
sucked in by the glamour that you were gonna be on Television? Well I
gotta tell you something, they made me look like some kind of subversive
idiot, and the rest of you look like the biggest jerks who ever walked on this
planet; and I guess you’re never gonna learn. The truth is, there were no
real patriots talking to the press – those people were all masonic vipers.
Some of you learned a hard lesson over these last few weeks; and the
whole purpose of it … you seem to be so absolutely ignorant that it’s
pathetic … I can’t believe that people can be so stupid … was to make an
attempt to tie me to Timothy McVeigh, in order to demonise me, like
they always demonise their targets, so that when they finally come
after me you all sit back and say “yeah well he’s one of those
Oklahoma City bombers”; and if you say that you’ll be a liar and you’ll
burn in hell. Most of you don’t give a damn anyway; I’m amazed at the
stupidity of the American people; that they believe they’re getting the truth
on TV or in the newspapers. This country is in the hands of our enemies …
Now I don’t give a rat’s arse whether you like me or not; but you’d better
damn well listen to my message. Tonight’s broadcast is going to
open your eyes; it’s going to make you understand why I am such a
target of these people THAT THEY MUST DESTROY ME; THAT THEY
ABSOLUTELY MUST DESTROY ME, TO SHUT ME UP.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HanVErujmOw&t=80s

Listen to another of Bill’s brilliant broadcasts on the Oklahoma City
bombing – part 1 here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNY0dH7dztQ
part 2 here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH5vXWJCwc0 etc.
http://tucsoncitizen.com/morgue2/2001/11/07/91451-militia-leader-slain-bydeputy-in-eagar/
““For more than 3 1/2 years he had been holed up in his house in Eagar,
threatening to kill police officers and federal agents,” said Mark Potok of the
Southern Poverty Law Center. “He was talked about as a guy who talked crazy and
made a lot of threats. The reality is that people like him are frequently exceedingly
dangerous.” Bill did not talk crazy, he spoke truthfully. Yes, he was very
dangerous – because he had the balls to speak the truth. Mark Potok –
who is almost certainly another high-wanking freemason – is just another
filthy cowardly LIAR.
“It’s more that his conspiracy theories [notice how these masonic scumbags
label him a conspiracy theorist; Bill made it clear he never promoted
theories or rumours, he only ever presented conspiracy facts – and he
always told people to go and verify everything he stated for themselves]
leached out in the militia movement as a whole.” Some of the theories revolved
around aliens. As said, Bill did not theorise; what he said re aliens is that
there is no proof extraterrestrials are real; what is known is that the
technology is real https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_g0NIBevWk
“This is a guy who had fantasies of knowing all the deep, dark secrets that really
make the world run,” said Potok, but added that the groups he ran might really
have been Cooper, “his dog and a computer.”” Ha ha Potok and his ilk were
terrified of Bill because he was an intelligent man who could think for
himself and was fearlessly exposing their secret masonic evildoings.
Bill, of course, exposed many NWO shills, some of whom he once believed
were genuine freedom fighters. But what of certain others he afforded
credibility? The ones he believed were “all working in the same
organization toward the same goal which is to collect the information that is
so important to all of us”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXqb6PDKBtQ Could they be serving
the masonic powers too? Are some of the people Bill sources as trusted
purveyors of information also Satan’s little servants? The following is a list
[by no means an exhaustive one] of people who Bill either knew or who

guested on his radio broadcasts or are referenced as recommended books
[see p 97 of ‘Behold a Pale Horse’
https://archive.org/stream/BeholdAPaleHorse_267/BillCooperBeholdAPaleHorse.txt]
Tony Alamo. He was a “well-known evangelist who, after a radical
conversion to Christianity, founded what is now called Tony Alamo Christian
Ministries with his wife, Susan, later establishing its headquarters in Dyer
(Crawford County). Widely regarded as a cult, Tony Alamo Christian Ministries
was at the center of a number of lawsuits and government actions, and its
leader was jailed on a variety of charges, including income tax evasion, the
theft of his late wife’s body, and taking underage girls across state lines for
sex.” http://www.encyclopediaofarkansas.net/encyclopedia/entry-

detail.aspx?entryID=4224
Eustace Mullins.
“Mullins' October 1952 article entitled "Adolf Hitler: An Appreciation" was mentioned in a
report by the House Un-American Activities Committee.[26] In it, he espoused antiSemitic views and expressed the belief that America owed a debt to Hitler.[27] The article
first appeared in The National Renaissance, journal of the National Renaissance
Party.[15]
In a tract from 1984 called The Secret Holocaust, Mullins stated that the accepted
account of the Holocaust is implausible, calling it a cover story for Jewish-led Soviet
massacres of Christians and anti-communists.[28] In particular, Mullins argues that by
the mid-1960s, in order to divert the world's attention away from this putative mass
slaughter, "the Jews" had cooked up the story of the Holocaust, using "photographs of
the bodies of their German victims, which are exhibited today in gruesome 'museums' in
Germany as exhibits of dead Jews"[29] as evidence for their claims.[28]
Mullins sees the Illuminati as really run by Jews.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eustace_Mullins
Anthony Hilder and Texe Marrs. These two are already thoroughly
exposed as NWO shills.
John Lear. This is what Bill says of John Lear: “He could be one of the
biggest agents of disinformation regarding the presence of extraterrestrials
visiting this earth.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6yxSjV9JGo
Devvy Kidd.
http://www.devvy.com/
Brad Steiger.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brad_Steiger
Stan Soloman.
http://www.hourofthetime.com/bcmp3/169.mp3
Antony Sutton.
“In Sutton's own words he was "persecuted but never prosecuted" [yeah,
I’d like to see the evidence of that] for his research and subsequent
publication of his findings.” Sutton was a close friend of another controlled
opposition agent Charlotte Iserbyt who, just like all the other masonic
puppets, is rewarded and protected by the very people she pretends to
expose – the men in their secret societies.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFQD1bAsUlw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlotte_Thomson_Iserbyt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antony_C._Sutton
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&text=Anto
ny+Sutton&search-alias=books-uk&fieldauthor=Antony+Sutton&sort=relevancerank
Steven Jacobson.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Stev
en+Jacobson&search-alias=books-uk&fieldauthor=Steven+Jacobson&sort=relevancerank
Ralph Epperson.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._Ralph_Epperson
Michael Howard.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/MichaelHoward/e/B001HPUG2E/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Howard_(Luciferian)
Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh and Henry Lincoln
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holy_Blood_and_the_Holy_Grail
William Bramley
http://www.williambramley.com/index.html
So, did any of these ‘researchers’, ‘stalwart resistors of the NWO’ and
‘courageous freedom fighters’ that Bill recommended investigate the death
of one of the greatest men the world has ever known? Of course not. This

lot are the great pretenders; the ones who pretend to be exposing
freemasonry and other secret societies. Why don’t they expose the NWO
cointelpro agents? Because they’re not allowed to expose their fellow
masonic puppets. Have any of them researched the current terrorist
attacks, for example the Boston Marathon Bombings? Course not. Why?
Because that is real research; they’re only allowed to do masonic approved
research. Are any of them suffering persecution for their gallant stand
against the masonic powers? LOFL, of course not. Bill was so wrong
about so many people; the only organization they work in is the masonic
one.
Howard Nema of the so-called ‘Truth Talk News’ writes a very good article
in favour of Bill Cooper http://www.howardnema.com/2014/09/07/behold-atrue-patriot-the-life-and-death-of-william-cooper/ You’ll notice however that
he doesn’t investigate Bill’s death either; and of course he doesn’t expose
the traitors Doyel Shamley and Robert Houghton; he references them
instead http://www.howardnema.com/2014/11/05/remembering-williamcooper-murdered-on-11501/ Sadly, Howard Nema is also just another
great pretender; another spineless, treasonous cointelpro monkey, secretly
aiding the men who ordered Bill’s murder. Look at the clown at 22 mins of
this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=737&v=AZZa7CjkgJs
shedding crocodile tears.
In my next pdf I’ll be exposing the big fat fake, NWO masonic puppet Nema
and Barbara Hartwell who he talks to about Bill’s death here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=281&v=bOgXkesnii8
Barbara Hartwell is just another pretend patriot who Bill knew; she is in fact
just another dirty, lying, cowardly NWO sell out whore. Incidentally you’ll
notice when describing Bill as a tremendous researcher Nema says “…
probably only rivalled by Eustace Mullins.” As said Eustace Mullins [now
deceased] was also another masonic controlled NWO asset.
It seems “Doyel Shamley Wants All William Cooper Videos Removed From
YouTube” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuDArvQzw6s Wonder why!
The last word goes to Bill: ‘Spiritual Motivation’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMFB7hc6N18 and ‘Cowardice Touching the Hem’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pbYM-8yAmc [please listen to the
whole of this broadcast; he’s right.]
R.I.P Bill, you did what you came here to do. I salute you. I love you and
you are sorely missed.

